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FOREWORD

Welcome to SIGRAD 2015 –
the annual meeting of the Swedish Computer Graphics Association (SIGRAD) – taking place in
2015 at KTH, the Royal Institute of Technology in Stockholm.

The association's mission is to be a meeting point for researchers and industry professionals who are
interested  in  computer  graphics  and adjacent  areas,  such as  visualization  and human-computer
interaction (HCI). In recent years, the association's activities were focused on the organization of
the annual conference, which attracts a growing number of participants. The rapid development of
computer graphics technologies and the acknowledged need for visual computing solutions has led
to a growing interest in graphical computing in both commercial and academic areas. Started in
Sweden  in  1976,  SIGRAD  has  become  an  annual  appointment  for  the  Nordic  community  of
graphics and visual computing experts with a broad range of backgrounds. Through more than three
decades, SIGRAD has offered a forum to present and disseminate new technological results, new
paradigms and new visions advancing the state-of-the-art of visual computing.

SIGRAD 2015 offers a scientific program representing a cross-section of research in a multitude of
domains  related  to  visualization  and  human  computer  interaction.  In  addition  to  the  regular
submissions  concerning  general  computer  graphics  practices,  this  year's  conference  also
investigates  synergies  between  industry,  pedagogical  practitioners  and  academic  researchers
through a series of presentations, keynote speeches and special sessions. The selection of 18 papers
presented at the conference come from researchers in 6 different countries. These papers range from
those concerning general computer graphics practices to a subset examining innovative pedagogical
practices  that may benefit  from the use of visualizations and game technologies.  The extended
participation of students at all levels of academia in research has been encouraged this year through
the organisation of a special session involving 7 papers that have been first-authored by students
studying at Master's Degree level. Peer reviewing was conducted by a highly qualified Program
Committee consisting of 24 reviewers from 7 different countries.  Each paper was reviewed, on
average, by three reviewers from the committee, with the majority of papers receiving four reviews.

We especially welcome our invited speakers: Tino Weinkauf (Professor of Visualization at KTH)
giving a keynote entitled “Flow maps - Benefits, Problems, Future Research”.  John Fuller (Senior
Producer  at  Avalanche  Studios)  who  gives  a  keynote  entitled  “In  Pursuit  Of  Reality.  How
procedural approaches lead to emergent behaviour and increased immersion”. And Tommy Palm
(CEO of Resolution Games) who gives a keynote entitled "News from the trenches. The frontier of
VR games in 2015". 

Finally, we wish to thank Björn Thuresson and Henrik Edlund at the Visualisation (VIC) Studio,
KTH for their great efforts and generous support in helping to organise and host the event.

The SIGRAD 2015 organisers



VENUE

KTH ROYAL INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY

KTH, established in 1827, is one of Europe's top schools for science and engineering, graduating
one-third  of  Sweden's  undergraduate  and  graduate  engineers  in  the  full  range  of  engineering
disciplines. Enrolment is about 17,500 students, of which about 1,400 are pursuing PhD studies.
KTH is the coordinator of the Swedish e-Science Research Center (SeRC), a national e-Science
activity funded by the Swedish Research Council with some 3 Million Euro per year for an initial
period of 5 years, KTH leads a consortium consisting of Stockholm University, Karolinska Institute,
Linköping University, and KTH.

VISUALIZATION STUDIO (VIC)

The Visualisation (VIC) studio is a knowledge arena for visualisation stakeholders in the Stockholm
region, with the main task of linking business, government, and academia. VIC Stockholm currently
has  more  than  40 member  companies  and organisations,  arranging seminars,  workshops,  lunch
meetings,  courses  and  forum  days,  to  develop  and  strengthen  the  domain  and  create  new
collaborations and business cases. It also offers a strong link to research and teaching, including on-
site  R&D  in  the  Visualisation  studio  and  R&D  applications.  Research  is  focused  on  the
development  and  use  of  innovative  visualization  and  interaction  technologies  pushing  the
boundaries  of  scientific,  pedagogic  and  commercial  endeavour.  The  studio  provides  extensive
equipment for visual demonstrations and managing multimodal interactions with users.
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13.00 Paper session 1

Analysis of Visual Arts Collections. Hermann Pflüger and Thomas Ertl

Multiple  Material  Meshes  for  Erosion  Simulation.  Věra  Skorkovská  and
Ivana Kolingerová

Exact Bounding Spheres by Iterative Octant Scan. Thomas Larsson

Complete Quadtree Based Construction of Bounding Volume Hierarchies for
Ray Tracing. Ulises Olivares, Arturo García and Félix F. Ramos

14.30 Coffee break

14.50 Paper session 2

Visualizing  Single-camera  Reprojection  Errors  using  Diffusion.  Zlatko
Franjcic and Morten Fjeld

Civic Participation and Empowerment through Visualization. Samuel Bohman
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and Vedran Sabol

Advanced  Visualization  Techniques  for  Laparoscopic  Liver  Surgery.
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Playful  Advertising:  In-Game  Advertising  for  Virtual  Reality  Games.
Xiaopeng Li and Mario Romero

Triangulation painting. Max Pihlström, Anders Hast and Anders Brun

Real-Time Fluids - Optimizing Grid-Based Methods. Jaime A. Losada, Eike
F. Anderson and Oleg Fryazinov

Visualizing  the  Effects  of  Public  Transportation  Growth  on  Urban
Demographics.  Anders Bea, Dan Cariño, Erik Dahlström, Niclas Ericsson,
Julia Gerhardsen, Evert Lagerberg, Fiona Stewart and Mario Romero

Facial hair and trustworthiness in virtual faces: Towards an evaluation study.
Evmorfia Kalogiannidou and Christopher E. Peters

WOW-A-Cluster! A Visual Similarity-Based Approach to Log Exploration.
James E. Twellmeyer, Arjan Kuijper and Jörn Kohlhammer

11.30 Summary and panel discussion

12.00 Close
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Analysis of Visual Arts Collections

H.Pflüger & T.Ertl

Institute for Visualization and Interactive Systems (VIS), University of Stuttgart

Abstract
In this paper, we introduce a projection technique that aims to place points representing individual images in a
two-dimensional visualization space so that proximity in this space reflects some sort of similarity between the
images. This visualization technique enables users to employ their visual ability to evaluate the significance of
metadata as well as the characteristics of classification methods and distance functions. It can also be used to
recognize and analyze patterns in large sets of images, and to get an overview of the entire body of pictures from
a given set. The projection technique only uses a similarity function for calculating a suitable distribution of the
points in the visualization space and has a linear time complexity.

Categories and Subject Descriptors (according to ACM CCS): H.3.3 [Information Systems]: Information Search and
Retrieval—all subtopics Picture/Image Generation [I.3.3]: Viewing algorithms—Clustering [I.5.3]: –classification

1. Introduction

Our aim is the development of techniques which facilitate
the search, exploration, and general structuring of large col-
lections of works of visual arts. To this end we are searching
for methods which can calculate and visualize relationships
between pictures. The similarity between images in terms
of human perception is obviously an important relationship
between pictures, and there are projection techniques that
place points representing individual data instances in a two-
dimensional visualization space so that proximity in this
space reflects some sort of similarity. These techniques sup-
port many analysis tasks for data sets. We use an algorithm
that is well suited to calculate the similarity of pictures of
visual arts in terms of human perception. However, this al-
gorithm generates no vector representation reflecting simi-
larity, which is the basis of most of the common projection
techniques. Common methods are based on a given vector
representation of the data or their time complexity is at least
quadratic. Our proposed method has linear time complexity
and is thus applicable to very large sets of images. Further-
more, it only requires a distance function for calculating the
distribution of the points.

2. Similarity of Images

We use the algorithm given in [PHRE15] to calculate sim-
ilarity between pictures. The algorithm is based on the as-
sumption that fixations during the perception of visual arts,

along with their surroundings, constitute important image
information both for recognizing and for comparing pic-
tures (more information in [HS95], [Saa93], [JC80], and
[HNA∗10] Chapter 3.2). The algorithm calculates a se-
quence of 100 fixations per image. The positions and the im-
age information within a radius of 32 pixels of the simulated
fixation points of two pictures are the basis for calculating 18
lokal comparison features (more information in [PHRE15]
and [Aly11]).

The assumption underlying the method is that all features
have an impact on how people perceive similarity, but that it
is not known how strong this influence is. The method deals
with the issue of choosing appropriate weighting factors by
implicitly performing a weighting: To calculate the similar-
ity between a picture P and a number of other pictures, the
method first calculates all comparison features xi, j (i: fea-
ture number; j: picture id) between the picture P and the
rest of all available pictures. Next, the mean value AMi and
the standard deviation σi is calculated for each of the com-
parison features. Now, the similarity between Picture P and
another picture is regarded as the sum of normalized com-
parison factors x̃i: x̃i = (xi −AMi)/σi. This approach takes
the range of the similarity features into account, and normal-
izes the variance of the distances between all objects and a
single object to 1.

The evaluation of the similarity function in [PHRE15] re-
vealed that the method is capable of identifying those pic-
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H.Pflüger & T.Ertl / Analysis of Visual Arts Collections

tures in a set that are similar to a given picture in terms of
human perception; nevertheless, not every picture that the
calculations determined to be similar to a given picture was
perceived as being similar by human viewers. As a distance
function, the method has some drawbacks, because for every
picture in a set of pictures the comparison factors are calcu-
lated/weighted individually: The function is not symmetric;
the function does not obey the triangle inequality; in order
to calculate the similarity of two pictures, it is necessary to
compare one of the two pictures with all the pictures in the
set. However, the projection technique presented in this pa-
per is designed to handle these problems with linear time
complexity.

3. The Projection Technique

For the intended projection technique there is only a dis-
tance function available and the technique should have lin-
ear time complexity. The methods commonly used are not
suitable for this case: One class of similarity-based projec-
tion techniques are the methods of force-directed placement
(see e.g. [Ead84], [Cha96], and [TMN03]). The fastest of
these methods has a time complexity of O(n5/4) [MC04]
and would be fast enough for our purposes, but all methods
with a time complexity faster than O(n2) work on the basis
of a given distribution of the points in a multidimensional
space, which is not available in our case. Another similarity-
based projection technique is t-SNE [VdMH08], a variation
of Stochastic Neighbor Embedding [HR02]. The technique
keeps the low-dimensional representations of very similar
data points closely together, which is advantageous for our
purposes. Optimized versions have linearithmic time com-
plexity [vdM14], but again, all methods with a time com-
plexity faster than O(n2) work on the basis of a given dis-
tribution of the points in a multidimensional space. Another
class of methods is focused on preserving cluster structures
(e.g. in [CBP09] and [CLRP13]), which would be desirable
for our purposes. However, they need either a given distribu-
tion of the points in a multidimensional space, or the distance
of all pairs of points, which results in quadratic time com-
plexity. Another drawback all procedures described above
have in common is that these algorithms are iterative; thus,
the results vary strongly with changing starting positions or
if new objects are added. Therefore, the results are not stable.

The idea of our method consists of several techniques: as-
suming that the objects in question are represented by points
in some unknown multi-dimensional space in which the Eu-
clidian distance between the objects is proportional to the
similarity of the objects; using principal component analy-
sis (see e.g. [CC08]) to get the first two principal directions;
building a plane space with these directions; and projecting
the points into this space. The principal component analysis
is a commonly used approach to reduce a multi-dimensional
problem to a two-dimensional problem. As there is only a
distance function available, and we want to avoid quadratic

time complexity, we have to create a suitable approximation
solution.

• As an approximation for the first principal direction we
construct a line AB through the points A and B with the
greatest distance. To calculate the points with the great-
est distance, n2 distance calculations are necessary (n is
the number of objects), so we calculate these points with
an algorithm that, again, is only an approximation but has
linear time complexity: We start with an arbitrary object
and calculate the object with the greatest distance to this
point. Then we once again calculate the point that is far-
thest from the object just calculated. We take the last two
points as points A and B, which have approximate maxi-
mum distance to each other (see [OK89]).

• In order to project all objects Oi orthogonally to line AB,
we calculate the similarity distances ai, bi, and c (see Fig-
ure 1). We take the line AB as our first dimension for
the visualization space with A as the origin, and define
xB = 1. The coordinate value xi can be calculated as fol-

lows: xi = a′i/c where a′i =
√

(ai2 + c2 −b2
i )/2c.

• As an approximation for the second principal direction
we consider the line RS through the two points with the
greatest distance, measured orthogonally to line AB. R
is the point with the greatest orthogonal distance hi =√

a2
i −a′i

2 to line AB (see Figure 1). The point with the

greatest distance r′i =
√

r2
i − (a′r −a′i)

2 to R (see Figure
1) is taken as S.

• We take the line RS as our second dimension with R as
the origin, and define yS = 1. The coordinate value yi for
the second dimension is calculated analogously to the first
dimension.

Figure 1: Geometric relationships.

The distance function does not obey the triangle inequal-
ity. It is possible that c > ai +bi, ai > c+bi, or bi > c+ai,
the last two cases only in the second direction. In these cases
the coordinate values cannot be calculated in the manner de-
scribed. In order to get a suitable value for xi in this cases, we
increase or decrease the distances ai and bi with the factor k
so that equation c = kai + kbi is satisfied, and can now cal-
culate xi with the values kai and kbi. Having yi we proceed
analogously. The entire method has linear time complexity.
In particular, the weights of the comparison factors must be
determined only for the 5 objects A, B, R, S and the start ob-
ject of the iteration that calculates A and B. The points A,
B, R, S can be retained, if only a small number (compared
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H.Pflüger & T.Ertl / Analysis of Visual Arts Collections

to the total number) of images are added or removed. In this
case, the distribution of the points is maintained.

In order to evaluate our method we used a corpus of vi-
sual arts containing about 4,000 pictures. Large values in
the calculation of image distances mean only that the cor-
responding image pairs are dissimilar, and distances with
values above 0.5 (on a scale from 0 to 1) cannot be meaning-
fully distinguished. Therefore, we attach great importance
to good correlation only for small distances. Thus, we calcu-
lated the sample correlation coefficient not only for all object
pairs but also for pairs within a certain distance range. The
sample correlation coefficient for all object pairs was 0.42;
for pairs with a distance of less than 0.5 the coefficient was
0.54; and for pairs with a distance of less than 0.3 the co-
efficient was 0.63. The relative deviation of the Euclidean
distance from the value of the distance function was 0.4 for
all pairs, 0.33 for pairs with a distance of less than 0.5, and
0.3 for pairs with a distance of less than 0.3.

These values show that the presented point placement
method presented here largely preserves the similarity be-
tween the objects. Together with a computation time of about
one second for 4,000 pictures (we use an Intel i7-2600 pro-
cessor with 3.4 GHz and 16 GB computer memory) and lin-
ear time complexity, the presented method is therefore well
suited for the task at hand.

4. The Display

The display is divided into three linked views (Figure 2). The
size of the views depends on the size of the top left visual-
ization space, which is variable in size. The top right view
shows those pictures which are in the light gray area of the
visualization space. The picture displayed in the top left cor-
ner of this view, however, is the one next to the mouse cursor
in the visualization space. The bottom view shows collected
pictures, which can for example be stored or used to build up
clusters. Detailed information about each image is available:
A double-click on an image opens a window that displays
information such as metadata, linked texts, or detail shots.

5. Visualization of Patterns

Metadata, such as the names of the artists, the pictures’ ti-
tles, their years of origin, painting techniques, and sizes, help

Figure 2: The main Display.

to structure large amounts of images. The points in the vi-
sualization space can be colored according to user selected
metadata thus showing their distributions (Figure 3). That
way, the significance of the selected metadata can be easily
understood. In contrast, when the significance of metadata
is known, the characteristics of the similarity function that
was used can be tested in this way. When a classification
algorithm is used for the coloring of points, the visualiza-
tion space shows the characteristics of the classification al-
gorithm.

Figure 3: (a) Landscapes (green dots); portraits (red dots).
(b) Pictures painted by Hockney before 2008 (green dots);
painted after 2007 (red dots). (c) Pictures painted by Hock-
ney (green dots); pictures painted by Rothko (red dots).

6. Reducing complexity

In large image collections, pictures are often featured sev-
eral times with only small variations. Therefore, it seems
only natural to visualize similar images only through one
representative, which is why we included an agglomerative
cluster method [KR08] to find those similar images:

• For each object pair, we apply the distance function in
both directions and calculate the Euclidian distance of the
images in the visualization space. Of the three distance
values, we take the largest. The Euclidian distance must
be adapted to the values of the distance function. We do
this by multiplying it by a factor. This factor must be de-
termined experimentally, which in our case was not prob-
lematic. We used the same factor for all sets of pictures.
In contrast to the distance values of the distance function
the Euclidean distance also takes the distance to all nearby
objects into consideration, and, in all calculations, the re-
sults were better when the Euclidean distance was taken
into account.

• We sort the object pairs according to their distance values.
• Starting with each object as the potential core of a cluster,

we merge the clusters. To do so, we set the maximum dis-
tance value and progress through the ordered list of pairs
of objects starting with the pair with the lowest distance
value. We merge two clusters if the distance values of all
pairs of the cluster members are less than the maximum
value.

• We begin with a maximum distance of 0.01 and repeat
the previous step while always increasing the maximum
distance value by 0.01. We end the procedure once the
maximum distance value has reached a specified limit.
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We tested the cluster method on the whole corpus of 4,000
pictures as well as on a subset of 232 images. Applied to the
small subset with the maximum distance set to 0.3, 44 clus-
ters were created and they were chosen in a way that no sub-
sequent manual improvement was necessary (Figure 4). If
the maximum distance was set to 0.5, the number of clusters
was cut in half, but in some clusters images were grouped
together that did not fit well in terms of human perception.
Applied to the set with 4,000 pictures with a maximum dis-
tance of 0.3, the results were still good, but not as good as
in the previous case. The number of clusters was in this case
about one third of the number of images, and could not be
significantly reduced with manual rework.

The problem with the method presented here is that its
time complexity is quadratic. The sorting has linear time
complexity, because we do not have to sort precisely, but
only have to assign the pairs to 100 distance classes (0.0 -
0.01 to 0.99 - 1.0). But we have to calculate the distance for
every pair of pictures. The computation time for clustering
the corpus of 4,000 images is about two minutes. Therefore,
the method is only suitable for image sets with a size of sev-
eral thousand pictures.

Figure 4: Some typical clusters calculated with our clus-
ter method applied to the set of 232 pictures. Clusters are
separated by larger spaces.

7. Conclusion

The evaluation shows that the presented projection technique
preserves similarity to a high degree. Because it also has a
linear time complexity, the technique is very suitable for the
task at hand. The examples show that the similarity func-
tion used is well suited to identify similarities (e.g. the same
artist, style, or subject matter). Nevertheless, we consider the
provided method only as a first step towards an analysis tool
for large image sets. The time complexity of the clustering
method has to be improved without losing its current char-
acteristics, so that the method can be applied to very large
sets of images. However, our focus in the development of
the tool is on the integration of the user into the analytical
process. With visual analytics we want to include the user’s
knowledge and requirements in the design of the similarity

function, the clustering process, and in the detection and vi-
sualization of structures.
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Abstract
Triangle meshes have a very strong position in the computer graphics. They are getting more popular even in the
field of erosion simulation, where the volumetric representation used to prevail. The real-life erosion scenes are
usually formed of multiple materials and so a reliable means of material definition is needed. This paper proposes
several easy-to-use approaches for multiple material definition, based on the space subdivision. Binary space
partitions are used to simulate complex multi-material scenes. The approach allows the definition of a nontrivial
scene composed of several materials, including the definition of gradually changing material.

Categories and Subject Descriptors (according to ACM CCS): I.3.5 [Computer Graphics]: Computational Geometry
and Object Modeling—Boundary representations

1. Introduction

Surface triangle meshes are becoming more and more popu-
lar in various fields of research, such as medical applications,
architectural design or gaming industry. Material properties
usually have to be assigned to the mesh to describe its visual
appearance or to define its structure, which is necessary for
applications working with the haptic feedback.

A multi-material scene is commonly represented as a set
of non-intersecting meshes, one for each material present in
the scene. This representation is efficient for static scenes
with several separated materials, however, it may not be suf-
ficient to describe a dynamic scene containing several mate-
rials blending into each other, e.g., during an erosion simu-
lation. During such a dynamic simulation the surface mesh
evolves and a more sophisticated way to describe the mate-
rial properties is necessary.

We propose a material description approach suitable for
the use in dynamic simulations. Our method uses binary
space partitions (BSP) to define the different materials in the
scene, with an optional definition of a distance function to
represent a continuous change of the material. We simulate
the erosion forces by the smoothed particle hydrodynamics
(SPH) [GM77] particles in a way similar to the approach
used by Krištof et al. [KBKS09], but any other erosion sim-
ulation could be easily used as well.

2. Related Work

Most of the work on domains with multiple materials fo-
cus on extracting a correct and consistent mesh for each of
the materials present in the volumetric data obtained, e.g.,
from a medical scan. Wu and Sullivan [WS03] enhanced the
marching cubes algorithm to reconstruct multiple material
meshes. Zhang et al. [ZHB10] generate the mesh using an
octree-based isocontouring method. Wang [Wan11] gener-
ates the mesh surfaces using a ray representation of a solid
as an intermediate structure. These approaches are suitable
for static scenes, where the domains are strictly separated.

For dynamic scenes or scenes, where the individual do-
mains are blending into each other, the aforementioned ap-
proaches are inappropriate. An example of such a scene
could be an erosion scenario, where sand and pebbles of var-
ious size mix up to form a river bank, that is being eroded by
the flowing water. We could describe such a scene using a
volumetric approach similar to the one used by Benes et al.
in [BTHB06]. The volumetric representation is very mem-
ory consuming, a layered data representation introduced by
Benes and Forsbach [BF01] can be used instead to alleviate
the problem. The layered data structure is a sufficient de-
scription of a terrain scene consisting of several layers of
material, but for a general scene with gradually changing
material, it converges back to the volumetric representation.

A different approach is used by Tychonievich and Jones
in [TJ10], where a Delaunay deformable model is used to
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represent the eroded terrain and the material is defined for
each cell of the Delaunay triangulation. A new mesh is gen-
erated every iteration of the method and the material prop-
erties have to be reconstructed using the resemblance of the
two meshes.

The proposed solution represents the scene with a sur-
face mesh for each individual object in the scene, regard-
less of the object material. The material is then assigned
through a separate BSP structure, defining the material vol-
ume throughout the scene.

3. Multiple Material Meshes

A real-life scene is composed of objects made of different
materials. Objects made of different materials are eroded in a
different way; hard and resistant materials are eroded slowly,
while the erosion of soft materials is happening much faster.
To be able to simulate such phenomena, we need means to
consistently describe the material of an object. A common
way of representation is to have a separate mesh for each
material present in the scene. This approach is suitable for
simulation of static scenes, where the materials are strictly
separated. If the scene contains objects with material gradu-
ally changing, a different approach is necessary.

We have tested several ways of material description that
allow the definition of multiple materials for a single mesh,
ranging from a material definition for each vertex of the
mesh to a more sophisticated method of binary space parti-
tions (BSP). We describe the methods in the following text.

3.1. Material in a Vertex

The most simple way to define multiple materials for a sin-
gle mesh is to assign material properties to each individual
vertex. This approach is very easy to implement, however, it
brings many disadvantages as well. Storing material proper-
ties for each vertex takes up a lot of memory. Furthermore,
this kind of material definition applies only to the surface of
the object, not to the volume. Using this approach, the result
of the erosion simulation will change according to the direc-
tion of the erosion. If the erosion direction is parallel with
the boundary of the individual materials, the erosion will be
simulated correctly. Figure 1 shows an object made of two
different materials. The orange material is hard and sturdy,
while the green material is soft and easily erosible. Figure 1b
captures the result of the erosion simulation.

The disadvantage of the approach is insinuated in Fig-
ure 2. This time the boundary between the materials is per-
pendicular to the erosion direction. Figure 2b shows that
the soft green vertices have been eroded past the bound-
ary between the materials; assuming that the boundary was
supposed to be straight. This is the main downside of the
method, the fact, that we have no information about the vol-
ume of the material, we operate only with the surface.

(a) (b)

Figure 1: Material properties assigned to each vertex (a),
erosion applied from the left gives correct results (b).

(a) (b)

Figure 2: Material properties assigned to each vertex (a),
erosion applied from the left gives incorrect results (b).

3.2. Division by a Plane

The problem of the previous approach can be reduced, if we
define the material properties for the whole volume of the
scene, using a plane to separate different materials. Figure 3
shows the situation from Figure 2, but the material definition
is done by the dividing plane. Material is then assigned not
to each vertex, but is dynamically determined based on the
eroded vertex location during the simulation. The simulation
gives the expected result, as shown in Figure 3b.

(a) (b)

Figure 3: Material defined by a dividing plane (a), correctly
eroded model (b).

This approach allows us to simulate a simple terrain com-
posed of several materials, imitating the layering nature of
the terrain. Figure 4 captures a simple terrain composed of
two materials. The hydraulic erosion is simulated using the
SPH particles, which erode the upper layer of soft material,
exposing the underlying hard one (Figure 4b).

A similar approach is used in the work of Tychonievich
and Jones [TJ10], where the authors define the toughness of
the material as a function of the z-coordinate. They demon-
strate the results on an example of water flowing through a
rock canyon, eroding its soft sides and the bottom made of
tougher material (Figure 5). We modeled a similar scene, the
results are shown in Figure 6.
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(a) (b)

Figure 4: Material defined by a dividing plane (a). Hy-
draulic erosion is simulated by the SPH particles (b).

Figure 5: Water erodes the sides of the canyon [TJ10]

3.3. Division by a Function

The division by a plane can imitate the material distribu-
tion of a simple small-scale scene, however, in bigger scale,
the boundary between materials will usually not be linear.
To simulate a more complex boundary, a division function
may be used. This approach allows us to describe a non-
linear boundary analytically, without the use of a memory
demanding data structure such as the volumetric approach.
Figure 7 shows a demonstrative example of the function di-
vision approach. The terrain starts as a plane and is eroded
by the water particles. The boundary between materials is
defined by Equation 1 for Figure 7a and by Equation 2 for
Figure 7b. The downside of this approach is the need to enu-
merate the function for each eroded vertex to determine the
material. Also, it may be very difficult to describe a compli-
cated boundary with a single division function.

z = cos
( x

2
+

y
3

)
− sin

( y
3

)
− x

3
+9;x,y,z ∈ R (1)

z = sin
(√

x2 + y2
)
− x

3
+9;x,y,z ∈ R (2)

3.4. Binary Space Partitions

To simulate more complex distribution of the material, we
are using binary space partitions (BSP). This approach ex-
tends the method described in Section 3.2 and allows us to
split the scene up into more parts, using multiple division
planes. The division planes are stored in a binary tree, each

(a) (b)

Figure 6: Canyon erosion. Original (a) and eroded mesh (b)

(a) (b)

Figure 7: Division defined as Eq. 1 (a) and Eq. 2 (b)

leaf of the tree containing the information about the mate-
rial of the subspace delimited by the corresponding planes.
To decide which material should be assigned to a vertex, we
need to search the BSP tree and determine for each level
of the tree, on which side of the division plane the vertex
lies. When we reach the leaf of the tree, we have found the
subspace the vertex belongs to. The BSP approach is much
more memory efficient than the commonly used volumetric
representation, as the memory consumption depends on the
number of blocks of different materials, not on the size or
complexity of the mesh itself.

Figure 8 shows an example of BSP material definition.
The scene has been divided into 16 spatial cells, each one
has been assigned a random unique material. Darker color of
the mesh marks the regions made of a tougher material; the
lighter the color, the less durable the material is. As can be
seen in Figure 8, the parts of the mesh made of less durable
material are being eroded much faster than the the regions
made of a tougher one.

Figure 8: Material defined via BSP. Softer material gets
eroded faster than the tougher one.

We can also extend this method to support the definition
of a gradually changing material to be able to represent ma-
terials blending into each other, such as sand and pebbles at
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a river bank. This is achieved by the addition of a distance
function. The material properties are computed based on the
distance of the eroded vertex from the division plane. An ex-
ample can be seen in Figure 9. In this instance, the toughest
material is assigned to the vertices on the division planes, as
we move farther from the planes, the material gets softer.

Figure 9: Material defined via BSP and a distance function.

The two aforementioned approaches can be combined as
seen in Figure 10. Each spatial cell has been assigned a ran-
dom unique material. With growing distance from the divi-
sion plane, the material grows weaker. The division planes
do not need to be axis-aligned, any plane can be used. An
example of BSP using general planes and a distance func-
tion is shown in Figure 11.

Figure 10: Material defined via BSP and a distance function
with unique properties for each spatial cell.

Figure 11: BSP material definition using general planes.

4. Results and Discussion

We have implemented and tested the discussed methods of
multiple material definition for triangle meshes. We have
confirmed the applicability of the methods for the use
in simple erosion simulation scenarios, while having very
low memory requirements. However, for big and complex
scenes, the use of the proposed methods may be trouble-
some as the definition of the division planes by hand would
be complicated and time-consuming.

5. Conclusion

The erosion simulation is a very important topic of computer
graphics. More and more often, triangle meshes are used to
represent the eroded terrain. Means to simulate the erosion
of scenes composed of various materials are needed, but the
commonly used approach of integrating the material proper-
ties with the vertices of the mesh may not be appropriate.

We have proposed a multiple material definition method
based on the use of binary space partitions (BSP). The BSP
tree subdivides the scene into cells and we define the mate-
rial for each of them separately. The approach also supports
the definition of gradually changing material through the use
of a distance function.

Our solution is suitable for the use in scenarios composed
of several types of material, where it is possible to define the
splitting planes by hand. For very complex scenes, the BSP
definition by hand would be tiresome. For future work, we
would like to design an automatic function for the detection
of the splitting planes.
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Abstract
We propose an exact minimum bounding sphere algorithm for large point sets in low dimensions. It aims to reduce
the number of required passes by retrieving a well-balanced set of outliers in each linear search through the
input. The behaviour of the algorithm is mainly studied in the important three-dimensional case. The experimental
evidence indicates that the convergence rate is superior compared to previous exact methods, which effectively
results in up to three times as fast execution times. Furthermore, the run times are not far behind simple 2-pass
constant approximation heuristics.

Categories and Subject Descriptors (according to ACM CCS): F.2.2 [Analysis of algorithms and problem com-
plexity]: Nonnumerical Algorithms and Problems—Geometrical problems and computations; I.3.5 [Computer
Graphics]: Computational Geometry and Object Modeling—Geometric algorithms, languages, and systems

1. Introduction

The bounding sphere appears to be a ubiquitous tool for cre-
ating coarse conservative representations of more detailed
and complicated geometric objects, such as polygon meshes
and point clouds. The spheres are often arranged in a hier-
archical data structure, the sphere tree, that provides a pow-
erful representation of a complex object at various levels-of-
detail [BO04]. Numerous applications in optimization, ge-
ometry, computer graphics, simulation, and games bear wit-
ness of the popularity of the bounding sphere. Not surpris-
ingly, the optimal bounding sphere is known by many names,
including minimum enclosing ball (MEB), minmax location,
1-center, and minimum covering sphere. To find it, we need
to determine the point that minimizes the maximum distance
to the input elements [EH72].

The advantages of using the sphere as a container stem
from its simple shape, which gives a low storage cost and
makes geometrical operations uncomplicated and fast. On
the other hand, the main criticism concerns the quite poor fit
it provides of the enclosed objects, which under certain dif-
ficult conditions makes the sphere inappropriate as a bound-
ing volume [GLM96]. Even so, by combining the sphere
with some other shape to provide a more flexible and finer
approximate representation, much of the beneficial features
of the sphere may still be exploited also in difficult scenar-
ios. Such combinations have been utilized successfully to

speed up neighbour queries [KS97], ray tracing [WHG84],
and collision detection [LAM09, CWK10].

Of course, to support bounding spheres, an appropri-
ate construction algorithm is needed. It is straightforward
to use a simple constant approximation method, which
given n points in dimension d scans the input one or two
times [ZZC06, Rit90]. However, since the main deficiency
of the bounding sphere has to do with its size, any excessive
space may be troublesome. The goal of this paper is to pro-
pose an algorithm that allows minimum bounding spheres to
be computed rapidly enough for real-time computer graphics
and simulation applications.

It is well-known that the MEB of a point set P =
{ p0, p1, ..., pn−1 } ⊂ Rd is unique and defined by a support
set of up to d + 1 points on its surface. Most previous ex-
act methods target low-dimensional instances of the prob-
lem. A notable exception is the procedure given by Fischer
et al. [FGK03]. Otherwise, computing the exact minimum
sphere is doable in expected linear time in fixed dimension
using Welzl’s randomized algorithm [Wel91]. Although it
has been demonstrated that this approach can be accelerated
in practice by move-to-front and pivoting heuristics [Gär99],
it may still require quite many passes over the input, and
the computation of intermediate solutions may also involve
solving numerous primitive cases to find valid support sets.
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In the important three-dimensional case, we can use a
more balanced way of retrieving outliers, i.e., points located
outside the intermediate solutions, which is based on subdi-
viding the space into octants during the linear scans of the
input. In this way, the number of required passes can be re-
duced considerably, which in turns leads to fewer compu-
tations of intermediate solutions. Note that the same princi-
ple can be utilized more generally in dimensions beyond the
third by subdividing the linear searches into hyper-octants,
also known as orthants. However, their number grows expo-
nentially with the dimension.

Based on these observations, we propose an exact MEB
algorithm with an improved convergence rate and faster run
time. Experimental validation confirms its efficiency and ro-
bustness in the three-dimensional case.

2. Algorithm

Conceptually, the algorithm is very simple. An initial min-
imum sphere is defined around a constant number of input
points. The input is then scanned to find the farthest outlier
in each octant using the current center as the origin for the
search, which gives up to eight outliers in each pass. The ten-
tative sphere is then updated to the next intermediate solution
by taking these outliers in consideration. This procedure is
repeated iteratively until no outliers can be found, meaning
that the smallest possible sphere with a valid support set has
been found. We refer to this approach as the Iterative Octant
Scan algorithm.

This technique of incrementally enlarging the sphere
and maintaining a valid support set follows Gärtner’s ap-
proach [Gär99]. Since P is a finite set and the radius is mono-
tonically increasing without ever exceeding the wanted min-
imum radius, the iterations can be repeated until the exact
minimum sphere is obtained. In his approach, however, only
“the most promising” point, i.e., the point with largest dis-
tance from the current center, is added in each iteration. By
collecting a more complete view of the remaining outliers in
each scan, the convergence rate can be improved. The fol-
lowing pseudocode describes the algorithm at a high level:

ITERATIVEOCTANTSCANMEB(P)
1. S,c,r← SOLVESAMPLEDMEB(P, m)
2. repeat
3. Q,h← FARTHESTOCTANTPNTS(c,r,P)
4. if Q = ∅ then exit loop
5. S← S∪Q
6. S,c,r← SOLVEMEB(S)
7. return c,r

The algorithm starts off by defining a MEB with center c
and radius r around a constant number of points drawn ran-
domly from the input set P = { p0, p1, . . . , pn−1 }. When n is
large, we use the constant m = 20. The candidate support set
S is also initialized with the supporting points of this initial

Figure 1: Illustration of the rapid progress of the iterative
octant scan approach when applied on the Flowerpot mesh.
The left image shows the initial sampled ball. Then the mid-
dle and right images show the intermediate solutions found
in iteration 1 and 2, respectively. In iteration 3, a slightly
larger ball is found (which looks just like the right image).
Finally, iteration 4 simply detects that this is the final MEB.

MEB. Although it would be enough to base the initialization
on a single input point, say by c← p0, r← 0, and S← p0,
the sampled MEB approach generally helps in reducing the
number passes, without introducing much overhead.

Then the main loop is executed (Lines 2–6). On Line 3,
a simple linear scan of the input is performed. The subrou-
tine locates a set Q with up to eight extremal outliers, one
from each octant, using c as the origin. Here extremal outlier
refers to the input point that maximizes the Euclidean dis-
tance ‖pi− c‖ =

√
(pi− c) · (pi− c) per octant. However,

only points pi satisfying ‖pi− c‖> r are possible candidates
for being extremal in any one of the octants. This condition
is used to effectively filter the points, and only actual out-
liers are examined in more detail with respect to the octants
they belong to. In fact, this linear scan is highly efficient with
an almost negligible overhead compared to the standard ap-
proach of only finding the actual farthest outlier, which of
course is always included among the octant points selected
here.

Given that no outlier is found, the sought MEB has been
found. This condition for termination is tested on Line 4.
Otherwise, the set of outliers Q is added to the candidate
support set S (Line 5), and the next intermediate solution is
found by calling a subsidiary MEB solver that is able to han-
dle the “low-level” primitive operations efficiently (Line 6).
For more details, see Gärtner’s treatment of how to robustly
solve the primitive operations under floating point arith-
metic [Gär99]. After this the main loop repeats until the ex-
act solution is obtained. Figure 1 shows rendered images that
illustrate the fast convergence of the algorithm in a specific
case.

Clearly, S is a superset of the actual support set S′ that
defines the intermediate solutions. It is possible to reduce
the size of S by assigning S← S′ in the solver, which ensures
|S| ≤ d + 1 at the beginning of the next iteration. However,
we have chosen to keep them around, since this can speed up
the convergence for certain inputs, and the overhead of this
appears to be insignificant for large n in 3D.
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Figure 2: Some of the triangle meshes used to benchmark the algorithms.

Octant Scan MEB Farthest Point MEB Ritter’s method
Mesh n k r t (ms) k r t (ms) k r t (ms)
Lucy 14,027,872 3 872.73962 80 6 872.73962 150 2 966.03467 60
Vase 4,609,442 4 13.769305 43 9 13.769305 78 2 16.842354 19
David 4,129,614 4 2713.4316 34 6 2713.4316 47 2 2842.9419 18
Goblet 1,008,772 4 15.644787 9.0 13 15.644787 24 2 18.267401 4.1
Blade 882,954 2 334.75421 3.8 3 334.75421 5.9 2 345.73364 3.8
Candlestick 456,482 3 37.304390 2.7 6 37.304390 5.0 2 39.363644 1.9
Flowerpot 410,482 4 26.173567 3.2 7 26.173563 5.0 2 32.095146 1.7
Hand 327,323 2 3.508905 1.2 4 3.508905 2.2 2 3.508966 1.4

Table 1: Minimum bounding sphere computation for n points in 3D. For each tested algorithm, the number of passes k, the
resulting radius r, and the sequential run time t in milliseconds (ms) are listed.

Finally, we note that it is trivial to modify the termination
criterion on Line 4 of the exact algorithm to create an alter-
native algorithm that reports (1+ ε)-approximate solutions
for any given ε > 0. The current farthest point distance h
from c is already known by Line 3. Given that h≤ (1+ ε)r,
the requested approximation is fulfilled and we can simply
return the center c and radius h. This alternative may be used
to speed up the computations, depending on the context.

3. Experiments

The presented algorithm was implemented in C++ and com-
piled in Visual Studio 2013. All tests were performed on a
PC with a 2.80 GHz Intel Core i7-4810MQ CPU and 32
GB RAM under Windows 7. The input set was stored in a
flat array of 3D points using single precision (32 bits) float-
ing point numbers to represent the coordinates. The auxil-
iary MEB solver, however, used double precision to produce
the intermediate solutions. All runs were executed single-
threaded without vectorization. Note, however, that the dom-
inating operation, the retrieval of the octant points with the
largest distance from the current center, is susceptible of par-
allelization, an opportunity which we leave for future explo-
ration (see some further comments about this in Section 4).

To challenge the proposed Octant Scan MEB method, we
benchmarked it against two other well-known reference al-
gorithms. The first competing strategy, called Farthest Point
MEB, was basically Gärtner’s algorithm [Gär99]. To make
a fair comparison, however, we used our own adaptation,
which shared as much source code as possible with the pro-

posed algorithm. In this way, it also benefited from the same
effective initialization of the first intermediate solution based
on sampling. In fact, the only difference is that it calls a stan-
dard farthest point routine instead of searching for the far-
thest octant points. The second competing strategy was Rit-
ter’s algorithm, which is extremely fast since it only uses two
simple passes [Rit90]. The correctness is ensured by overes-
timating the radius using a greedy update strategy in the final
pass (which is also used in [ZZC06]).

A set of complex triangle meshes were chosen as bench-
mark problems. Several of the used meshes are well-known
models from the Stanford 3D Scanning Repository and the
Large Geometric Models Archive at Georgia Tech. The other
used data sets will also be made publicly available. Rendered
images of some of the included meshes are shown in a Fig-
ure 2. We measured the number of passes k counted as the
number of linear scans through the input points performed
by the algorithm as well as the execution time t in millisec-
onds. The results are given in Table 1.

The experimental results indicate that the iterative octant
scan method finishes in fewer passes than the competing ex-
act method in each case. As shown by the Goblet model, the
difference can be more than a factor of 3 (which led to a
speedup of 2.7). The reported minimum radii were consis-
tent between the two methods. Only very minor differences
due to floating point rounding errors have been observed (as
in the case of Flowerpot).

As expected, Ritter’s approach, with its fixed two passes,
gave a more predictable performance. In most cases, it had
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the fastest execution, but for the Hand model our exact
method was actually faster. Overall, the speedup for Ritter
versus the exact octant scan method was in the range of 0.9–
2.3. However, Ritter’s method overestimated the radius by a
factor of 1.0–1.23 for the included test cases. This may be
reasonable in certain applications, where exact solutions are
not mandatory, but note that a radius increased by a factor of

3
√

2≈ 1.26 doubles the volume in 3D.

To examine the correctness and robustness of our im-
plementation, a brute force testing procedure was followed.
Millions of random inputs with n∈ [10,100] points in a cube
were tested. In each case, it was confirmed that all points
reside in the returned sphere (we used a small tolerance to
account for minor rounding errors). The computed ball was
also compared to the one given by Gärtner’s publicly avail-
able miniball software. This testing procedure provoked no
errors apart from very small differences in the returned radii
apparently resulting from minor floating point rounding er-
rors in the exact solver.

4. Conclusions

The proposed algorithm is able to find optimal bounding
spheres of large point sets in just a few passes in the three-
dimensional case (2–4 simple scans are often sufficient). Its
usage of only k calls to a MEB solver on small subproblems
to get the intermediate solutions further contributes to its
high performance. To the best of our knowledge, this is the
first exact algorithm with an execution speed that is almost
comparable to that of naive constant approximation heuris-
tics. In fact, when we ran the (1+ ε)-approximate version
of our algorithm with ε = 10−2, it was faster than Ritter’s
method in five out of the eight test cases, while it still pro-
duced smaller spheres in all eight test cases.

In the future, we would like to extend this paper by in-
cluding more variants of the algorithm and by considering
the behaviour more generally in low dimensions, say when
d ≤ 10. The same basic procedure can be applied, but in di-
mension d, there are 2d hyper-octants to consider. Of course,
this exponential growth seems problematic, but for large
data sets, the approach may still be useful beyond the three-
dimensional case. Additional filtering heuristics can also be
designed to improve the performance, for instance by ex-
ploiting inherent spatial coherence in the data sets.

Furthermore, the possibilities for parallelizing the com-
putations look compelling (cf. [KWL10, KL14]). The iter-
ative octant scan method seems amenable for modern ar-
chitectures supporting hierarchical levels of parallelism. By
using a divide and conquer strategy, vectorized local scans
can be performed on subsets of the input, and the results
merged using a suitable reduction technique. In the end, this
would hopefully lead to a fast and scalable data-parallel so-
lution. This is definitely needed for massive data sets, such as
scanned point clouds, which may contain billions of points.
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Abstract

This paper presents an efficient space partitioning approach for building high quality Bounding Volume Hierar-
chies using x86 CPU architectures. Using this approach a structure can be built faster than a binned-SAH heuristic
while the structure preserves its quality. This method consists of a hybrid implementation that uses binned-SAH
for the top level and a binary partitioning approach for the rest of the levels. As a result, this method produces
more regular axis-aligned bounding boxes (AABB) into a complete quadtree. Additionally, this approach takes
advantage of the 4-wide vector units and exploits the SIMD extensions available for current CPU architectures.
Using our construction approach a structure can be built up to three times faster than binned-SAH.

Categories and Subject Descriptors (according to ACM CCS): Computer Graphics [I.3.7]: Three-Dimensional
Graphics and Realism—Raytracing

1. Introduction

Ray tracing is a rendering technique that produces high
quality images. Nevertheless, it requires a high computa-
tional cost to produce a single image. This have gener-
ated special interest in using compute-intensive architectures
such CPUs [WIK∗06, SSK07], GPUs [LGS∗09, ZHWG08]
based implementations or even specialized architectures
[NPP∗11,DFM13]. Current improvements have been proved
that is feasible to get interactive frame-rates even for com-
plex scenes [Wal12, GMOR14, PFL∗13].

However, although an acceleration structure decreases the
complexity of ray tracing, it requires some time to be built,
and this time depends on the quality of the construction and
consequently on the heuristic that a structure uses. The use
of sophisticated heuristics to estimate the cost of ray traver-
sal tends to have a negative impact in the construction times
but a positive impact in ray traversal performance, in an ana-
logue way simpler algorithms tend to have faster construc-
tion times but a poorer ray traversal performance. The ap-
proach proposed in this paper tries to find a trade-off be-
tween complex split methods and fast split methods (get

† PhD Student of Computer Science at CINVESTAV México

faster construction times while it maintains the quality of the
structure).

Currently, most of the research oriented to computer
graphics uses GPU architectures to get lower bounds of exe-
cution times. Since it is possible to adapt complex structures
to a linear representation [LGS∗09], GPUs have been the
compute-intensive architecture for excellence. Nonetheless,
Wald et al. [WWB∗14] have demonstrate that is possible to
get competitive frame-rates by exploiting full compute capa-
bility of current x86 CPU architectures.

This paper proposes a method for building Bounding Vol-
ume Hierarchies (BVHs) for ray tracing based on a hybrid
splitting approach. This approach uses binned-SAH for the
top level in order organize primitives coherently and then it
uses a binary split approach for the rest of the levels. This
partitioning scheme produces a regular data structure into a
complete quadtree, which ensures that all levels of the tree
will be completed. This construction takes advantage of the
4-wide vector units and exploits the SIMD extensions avail-
able for current x86 CPU architectures. Additionally, this
construction uses the integrated GPU on x86 architectures
to perform compute-intensive operations efficiently.
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2. Construction Overview

This section addresses a new approach for the construction
of BVHs using a complete tree.

2.1. Complete Quadtree

In the construction approach presented by Garcia et al.
[GMOR14] one of the main problems was the overhead pro-
duced by sorting primitives in each level of the tree and it
produced lower construction times. In this paper, we pro-
posed an approach that avoids this overhead by using arith-
metic operations to select which primitives will be contained
in the left or right internal sub-trees. This partition scheme
is recursively applied until each level of the quadtree is
filled. Finally, this partition approach produces a complete
quadtree, this structure takes advantage of the 4-wide vector
units of x86 CPU architectures.

In order to have a complete tree, it is necessary to deter-
mine how many primitives will be stored on every branch of
the tree ensuring that only the deepest level could be incom-
plete.

Assuming that the number of leaf nodes N, is greater or
equal than 4 (branching factor), where k represents the radix
of the most significant bit of the binary representation of N,
and r represents the complement r = |N|− 2k (Figure 1 de-
picts the binary representation of the number of primitives).
Then, it can be two different cases: the binary representa-
tion of N is 10...2 or is 11...2, This binary representation
follows a big endian order where the most significant bit is
on the left side. In the first case, there are not enough leafs to
fully complete the left side and thus the right side should be
full, if N = 2k + r then we should have 2k−1 + r leafs on the
left side and 2k−1 on the right side In the second case, there
are enough leafs to complete the left side and thus will have
2k leafs while the right side will hold r leafs, for this case,
r ≥ 2k−1.

The process just described provides the rules to determine
the spatial partition (cut) in a given axis, it is represented by
these two cases:

|N|= 2k + r (1)

|N|=
{

10...2, (2a)

11...2, (2b)

10...2 =

{
2k−1 + r, for le f t (3a)

2k−1, for right (3b)

11...2 =

{
2k, for le f t (4a)

r, for right with r ≥ 2k−1 (4b)

Lets assume there exist 13 primitives in a scene, so the
number of primitives is given by |N| = 2k + r = 13 from
this formula we can obtain the most significant radix of the
binary representation 2k = 23 = 8 and Finally, it is easy to
obtain the r value from the original equation 1, r = |N| −
2k = 5. Following the partition rules, we can calculate the
number of primitives that will be contained in the left and
right sides respectively.

Figure 1: Binary representation of primitives to obtain 2k,
where k = radix digit.

2.2. Hybrid Construction

We employed a hybrid construction to take advantage of a
complex split method that produce high quality Bounding
Volume Hierarchies [Wal07] binned-SAH and a fast binary
split approach that produces a complete tree just described
above. We employed a binned-SAH on the top of the tree
and the binary partitioning for the rest of the tree. The first
partition ensures that coherent primitives are contained in
the same bounding box and then, the binary split approach
ensures that the tree structure will be a complete tree.

Figure 2: Hybrid Construction Approach. It uses binned-
SAH for the top of the tree and our binary partitioning ap-
proach for the rest of the tree.

2.3. Space Partitioning

Once we have selected the number of primitives that every
side will have, the next step is to decide which primitives will
be stored in the left side and which will be stored int the right
side. To do so, we find the lowest and highest values of the
coordinates of the primitive centers using the axis that has
the longest range, we select the primitives with the lowest
value on that axis to be in the left side and the rest in the
right side. Geometrically, we are selecting the longest side
of the bounding box that contains all the primitive centers,
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and splitting the primitives based on the order given by the
projection of the centers on that side. Using this method will
generate boxes that tend to be more regular, by reducing the
length of the longest side.

Once the complete tree is built we know how many primi-
tives will be contained in each node, then we need to perform
the space partition in order to assign the primitives to each
node. The space partitions are executed on the longest axis
in order to improve the traversal performance by localizing
the major density of adjacent primitives in the left branch of
the tree.

The space partitioning is done following these steps:

1. Find the longest axis
2. Map Primitives
3. Split primitives

2.3.1. Find the Longest Axis

This is determined by doing a parallel reduction based on an
algorithm presented by Hillis et al. [HS86] to sum an array of
n numbers that can be computed in time O(logn) by organiz-
ing the addends at the leaves of a binary tree and performing
the sums bottom-up at each level of the tree in parallel. Our
function returns the longest axis by calculating the max and
min values in x, y and z of an array of primitives, then the
function calculates the distance between the max and min
points for each axis and returns the axis that has the longest
distance.

This compute-intensive operation was parallelized using
Open CL and the integrated Graphics Processor Unit on x86
Intel current architectures (see Figure 3). Using the inte-
grated GPU avoids communication latency which is implied
when information is being transferred from the CPU to GPU
using the PCI communication bus.

Figure 3: Shared memory on Intel architecture [Cor14].

2.3.2. Map Primitives

Garcia et al. [GMOR14] proposed a fast data parallel radix
sort implementation to sort the primitives against the split
axis in ascending order based on the centroids. Nonetheless,
this sorting caused an overhead during the construction. As
an alternative we proposed a simplest approach that map a
primitive to a BVH node using arithmetic operations.

Assuming that it is necessary to take the first L primitives
among N and the range of the values is [a,c], it is selected
a value to be the pivot that makes a cut proportional to L/N

and move all the primitives that are lower or equal to the
pivot to the left and the rest to the right. As a result primitives
are partitioned in two ranges [a,b] and (b,c]. If L denotes
the number of primitives contained on the first range, and
L′ denotes the number of primitives contained on the second
range, then there exist two cases, this method guarantees that
the left side is always complete:

L′ = L (5)

L > L′ (6)

In the first case, no further movements are needed, in the
second case, it is necessary to update the lowest limit of our
current range as the lowest value that we moved to the right
and update L as L− L′ and N as N− L′. In the third case,
b has to be updated as the highest value that we moved to
the left and N has to be updated as L′. It is important to
note that in every step we are removing at least one element
from the array of primitives, this ensures that the algorithm
will finish. Also, it can be observed that the complexity of
the expected time will be similar to the expected cost for
quickselect algorithms, which is O(N) for every level.

2.3.3. Split Primitives

This step is straight forward because the split was calculated
previously when the tree was pre-built to determine the num-
ber of primitives for each sibling node. Then, we apply the
partition process described in the equations 2a and 2b, we
get that the first primitives of the array will be assigned to
the right node and the rest to the left node. After that, this
rule is applied again in a recursive way until the four nodes
in the quadtree are completed.

3. Results

This section exhibits the performance numbers of the Com-
plete BVH structure rendering 3D models in a ray tracing
application. The metrics taken compared the construction
time and rendering frame rate against benchmarks obtained
by State of the art acceleration structures on x86 architec-
tures [WWB∗14]. The tests were executed in a 2.5 GHz 8X
Intel Core i7 CPU with 16Gb of DDR3 RAM compiled as
32-bit application using the ispc intel compiler.

The models used are Stanford Bunny (69,451 primitives),
Crytek Sponza (279,163 primitives) and Happy Buddha
(1,087,716 primitives). Figure 4 shows three-dimensional
models rendered at 1024x1024 pixels. Tables 1 and 2 show
that the proposed method offers lower construction times
up to three times faster than binned-SAH. As a counter-
part, binned-SAH construction has better ray traversal per-
formance.
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Table 1: Construction time for diverse scenes.

Scene Hybrid Builder Binned-SAH Builder
[Our Method] Embree BVH4. [WWB∗14]

Ring(6 K) 2.829 ms 2.17 Mprims/s 7.840 ms 0.77 Mprims/s
Stanford Bunny(69 K) 10.850.48 ms 7.05 Mprims/s 33.083 ms 2.09 Mprims/s
Crytek Sponza(279 K) 43.657 ms 6.39 Mprims/s 179.598 ms 1.55 Mprims/s
Stanford Buddha(1 M) 174.170 ms 6.24 Mprims/s 403.810 ms 2.69 Mprims/s

Figure 4: Ring Model (6K), Stanford Bunny (69K), Crytek
Sponza (279K) and Stanford Happy Buddha (1M) ray-traced
using a Complete BVH4 acceleration structure at 1024 X
1024 pixels.

Table 2: Ray traversal performance for diverse scenes.

Scene Hybrid Builder Binned-SAH
[Our Method] [WWB∗14]

Ring(6 K) 154.075 fps 156.213 fps
Stanford Bunny(69 K) 120.523 fps 136.254 fps
Crytek Sponza(279 K) 5.03 fps 20.624 fps
Stanford Buddha(1 M) 2.01 fps 6.05 fps

4. Conclusions

This work presented a novel hybrid partitioning approach to
build high quality BVH structure. It also presented an ef-
ficient process using SIMD extension to build the structure.
The partition method took full advantage of current x86 CPU
and integrated GPU architecture. We also presented very
competitive build times of this construction. Ray traversal
performance of this structure needs some improvements in
order to increase the current frame-rate. The Complete BVH
partitioning offers fast build times for high quality struc-
tures, efficient memory storage and provides high perfor-
mance traversal for rigid objects. For future work we will
apply this acceleration method in combination with predic-
tive and adaptive strategies for accelerating the rendering of
dynamic scenes.
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Abstract
This paper reports on early-stage research into using dynamic scale-space representation of image point reprojec-
tion error data obtained during calibration of a single camera. In particular, we employ time-dependent simulation
of the heat equation, diffusing the point reprojection errors over the entire image plane. Initial experiments show
the expected effect of an originally large number of point reprojection error measurements being coalesced into a
smaller number of relatively larger regions. We round off the paper by presenting ongoing work aiming to exploit
the time-progression of simulations to convey further information and thereby assisting manual visual analysis.

Categories and Subject Descriptors (according to ACM CCS): I.4.1 [Image Processing and Computer Vision]: Dig-
itization and Image Capture—Camera calibration

1. Introduction

Non-photogrammetric and semi-photogrammetric camera
calibration procedures in computer vision often aim to min-
imize a reprojection error [Zha00]. This type of error de-
scribes how well the camera projection model captures the
mapping from object points in space to points on the image
captured by the camera. Visualizing the reprojection error
measure in an intuitive way is often not easy, especially if
many object points have been acquired by the camera. Us-
ing only the spatial domain for visualization, that is, basing
the visualization on the two-dimensional image plane, and
possibly extending the representation into the third dimen-
sion, can lead to confusing graphical representations of the
error.

In this early-stage work we aim to investigate the addi-
tion of a temporal dimension to two dimensional spatial vi-
sualization. Although not physically meaningful for a cu-
mulative view of the point data set, we can still formulate
a time-dependent transformation that leads to a scale-space
interpretation [Lin93] of the data. Similar approaches have
been examined, for example, in medical image processing to
highlight hotspots in point-like images at progressive zoom
levels [MDWL14]. However, here we do not consider zoom-
ing, but rather view the series of transformed images as snap-
shots of a time series. Such time series data may be viewed

as three-dimensional data sets with two spatial and one tem-
poral dimension.

2. Reprojection error visualization

Given reprojection errors for a set of image points captured
by a single camera, the task of manually finding patterns in
such a collection can be very challenging in terms of hu-
man effort required, especially if the set contains thousands
of image points (Figure 1). Here, we investigate alternative

Figure 1: Deviations of measured image points from the
image points predicted by a projection model for several
thousand points accumulated from a few hundred images
(frames).
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POINT REPROJECTION ERRORS AFTER DIFFUSION SIMULATION

Figure 2: Heat equation simulation in the image plane for synthetic (top row) and measured data (bottom row). We apply
diffusion simulation transforming the source images (left column) into filtered images (right column) to assist manual pattern
recognition. The x and y axes represent the coordinates in the image plane in number of sub-pixels relative to the bottom left
corner of the plane.

techniques that can help reducing the level of complexity in-
troduced by larger data sets, such as clustering [JMF99] or
principal component analysis [Jol05]. Once the large data
set has been filtered or otherwise compressed, visualization
of the processed data can render manual recognition of pat-
terns more feasible. Heatmaps are a widespread visualiza-
tion method [WF09]; we choose to focus on this technique
for our early-stage research. We opt for ignoring direction-
ality of reprojection error measurements and solely consider
the magnitude of the errors.

3. Diffusion simulation

Motivated by results from scale-space theory [Lin93] we de-
cided to explore diffusion-based simulation and visualiza-
tion of the reprojection error magnitudes. Specifically, we
chose a simple form of diffusion simulation based on the
heat equation. The two-dimensional heat equation is given

by

∂e(x,y, t)
∂t

= D∇2e(x,y, t) (1)

where e is the temperature at location (x,y) at time t, D is
the thermal diffusivity, and ∇2 is the Laplace operator. In
our case, e represents the reprojection error magnitude, and
the location (x,y) corresponds to the pixel coordinates in the
image plane. By simulating the heat equation, we obtain a
multi-scale representation, with finer details damped with
time [Lin93]. Hence, features that span larger areas of the
image plane can potentially be revealed more easily than in
the more detailed original data.

4. Preliminary results

We captured several thousand image points of a planar pat-
tern and their reprojection error by performing calibration
with a single camera [Zha00]. Figure 1 depicts the calculated
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point reprojection errors as deviations of the measured im-
age points from the points predicted by the calibrated projec-
tion model. We then simulated the heat equation according
to Equation (1) setting the magnitude of the calculated point
reprojection errors as initial point temperature values. In or-
der to compare the simulation results against a baseline, we
ran a simulation on artificial data. For this purpose, we gen-
erated synthetic reprojection errors around each image point
by sampling random values from a standard normal distribu-
tion with adjusted standard deviation, where standard devi-
ation was set to the maximum reprojection error magnitude
obtained from the calibration. We then ran a simulation on
the resulting artificial reprojection errors.

Figure 2 shows the start (left column) and end states (right
column) of diffusion simulation performed for both the syn-
thetic and the calibrated reprojection error data†. For the
synthetic data the visualization of the simulation indicates a
rather fast convergence to an equilibrium (top row). For the
data from the calibration measurements the convergence is
less pronounced after the same simulated elapsed time (bot-
tom row), with larger and less evenly distributed coalesced
errors. Based on this phenomenon of fusion of point errors
into smoother, more visible error spots, we conjecture that
diffusion-based simulation could possibly facilitate efficient
visual identification of systematic reprojection errors.

5. Ongoing work

As a next step of this work, we plan to examine the effects
temporal simulation may have on visualization. A possible
effect could be that localizing the exact points contributing
to an “error hotspot” formation as the simulation progresses
in time is facilitated. Another effect could be that simulation
allows for identification of similar patterns within and across
reprojection error data sets based, for instance, on concepts
related to heat kernel signatures [BK10]. Furthermore, we
intend to conduct a user study to assess the usefulness of vi-
sualizing reprojection errors through diffusion simulations.

Specifically, we aim to investigate whether such visualiza-
tions actually could help a user in detecting patterns in the
point reprojection error data set not easily recognized using
traditional visualizations.
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Abstract
This article elaborates on the use of data visualization to promote civic participation and democratic engage-
ment. The power and potential of data visualization is examined through a brief historical overview and four
interconnected themes that provide new opportunities for electronic participation research: data storytelling, in-
fographics, data physicalization, and quantified self. The goal is to call attention to this space and encourage a
larger community of researchers to explore the possibilities that data visualization can bring.

Categories and Subject Descriptors (according to ACM CCS): H.5.2 [Information Interfaces and Presentation]:
Screen design—User-centered design

1. Introduction

Since the advent of the web in the early 1990s, prospects
of electronic democracy have been viewed as heralding in
a new era of political participation and civic engagement.
However, empirical studies suggest most initiatives to date
have failed to live up to expectations despite large invest-
ments in research. For instance, Chadwick [Cha08] states
that “the reality of online deliberation, whether judged in
terms of quantity, its quality, or its impact on political be-
haviour and policy outcomes, is far removed from the ide-
als set out in the early to mid-1990s”. In order to pro-
vide a future direction for electronic democratic participa-
tion, scholars have attempted to systematize current research
and identify its main constraints and challenges. Macin-
tosh, Coleman, and Schneeberger [MCS09] identified six
main research challenges, barriers, and needs: fragmenta-
tion of research, immature research methods and designs,
technology design, institutional resistance, equity, and the-
ory. Other scholars have suggested that the problem with
electronic democracy goes deeper. For example, Coleman
and Moss [CM12] argue that the assumed deliberative cit-
izen is a construction driven by researchers’ effort to pro-
duce responsible, democratically reflexive citizens modeled
on Habermas’ discursive ideal of deliberative democracy.

† This research has received funding from The Swedish Research
Council for Environment, Agricultural Sciences and Spatial Plan-
ning (FORMAS) under grant agreement no 2011-3313-20412-31.

The authors acknowledge that the deliberative approach to
civic dialogue is “unduly restrictive, discounting other im-
portant ways of making, receiving, and contesting public
claims”. They therefore encourage researchers in the field to
be more open to a wider range of practices and technologies
and suggest some of the most innovative research is being
done in the area of computer-supported argument mapping
and visualization. However, the visualization research they
are referring to have primarily focused on facilitating large-
scale online deliberation within a conventional rationalistic
framework. In general, visualization has been an underused
technology in electronic participation research [Boh14].

2. The Power of Data Visualization

Whereas the conventional deliberative approach to broaden
democratic engagement and participation using the Internet
has had limited impact beyond academic circles, the past
decade has seen a strong growth in the use of data visu-
alization to reach a wide target audience. A prime exam-
ple is Al Gore’s narrated charts in the documentary film
An Inconvenient Truth that earned him and the Intergovern-
mental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) the Nobel Peace
Prize in 2007. Another example is the approach developed
by Hans Rosling, professor at Karolinska Institutet, Stock-
holm, Sweden, and co-founder of the Gapminder Founda-
tion. Using humor and drama of a sportscaster and a piece
of software that turns seemingly dry data into colorful ani-
mated graphics, Rosling debunks myths about the develop-
ing world while making it an enjoyable experience. These
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observations, albeit of a few examples, suggest data visual-
ization has potential for reaching out to a broad audience in
innovative ways and facilitate greater citizen engagement in
public affairs.

2.1. A Brief Historical Overview

To the casual observer, it would appear that data visualiza-
tion is a recent phenomenon. In fact, the graphic portrayal of
quantitative information has a long and rich history. Accord-
ing to Friendly [Fri08a], the beginnings of modern statistical
graphics can be found in scientific discoveries, technologi-
cal advancements, and societal developments in the 17th and
18th century. Many visualization techniques that are still be-
ing used today were introduced during this period including
the line chart, bar chart, and pie chart.

In the second half of the 19th century, a number of de-
velopments combined to produce a “Golden Age of Sta-
tistical Graphics” [Fri08b]. Two well-known and much-
discussed graphical exemplars from this period include John
Snow’s dot map of a cholera outbreak in London and Flo-
rence Nightingale’s polar area charts displaying mortality
rates of British soldiers during the Crimean War. Snow and
Nightingale used their charts successfully as critical eviden-
tiary statements in campaigning for improved sanitation that
eventually led to government healthcare reforms.

In the first half of the 20th century, earlier enthusiasm for
statistical graphics was supplanted by the rise of mathemati-
cal statistics [Fri08a]. Few graphical innovations were intro-
duced during this period; it was, however, a time for consol-
idation and popularization. An important factor for the dif-
fusion was pictorial statistics or pictograms. An influential
advocate of pictograms was the Austrian philosopher Otto
Neurath who developed a visual language known as Iso-
type with the purpose of explaining societal developments
to the broad uneducated public. Due to the association of
Isotype with left-wing movements and Soviet propaganda,
the method disappeared during the Cold War in the Western
world and its legacy has gone either unnoticed or unappre-
ciated [Jan09]. In the last decade, however, the method has
received renewed interest and increased attention. For exam-
ple, Mayr and Schreder [MS14] review Isotype with respect
to its potential for today’s civic education and participation
and propose that we should rediscover its core principles and
adapt them to a modern context.

The period from 1950 to 1975 constituted a rebirth for
data visualization. Friendly [Fri08a] lists three significant
events that contributed to the upswing. First, the publication
of John Tukey’s book Exploratory Data Analysis [Tuk77];
second, the publication of Jacques Bertin’s work Sémiolo-
gie graphique [Ber67]; and third, the introduction of com-
puters and software for statistical graphics. In 1983, Edward
Tufte published the classic The Visual Display of Quantita-
tive Information [Tuf83] which introduced several important

concepts, including “data-ink ratio”. At the turn of the cen-
tury, Card, Mackinlay, and Shneiderman [CMS99] published
a collection of seminal papers which established information
visualization as a distinct field separate from scientific visu-
alization.

As previously suggested, data visualization has exploded
in the last ten years. Along with an increasing body of liter-
ature, the past decade has seen the emergence of a vast array
of programming languages, toolkits, and libraries for inter-
active data visualization. Prefuse, for example, was an early
visualization framework using the Java programming lan-
guage [HCL05]. Today, many web-based data visualizations
are built with D3, WebGL, and other JavaScript frameworks
that utilize web standards and do not require web browser
plug-ins.

3. Democratizing Data Visualization

In the following subsections, we explore four interconnected
themes that contribute to a democratization of data visual-
ization. The themes should not be viewed as comprehensive,
but as stimuli to the research community to begin to ask bet-
ter questions regarding the design of future technologies and
practices for public participation.

3.1. Data Storytelling

Up to now, data visualization beyond the simple pie or bar
chart has been the domain of specialists trained in either
statistics or computer science. This was particularly true if
dynamic and interactive charts and diagrams were required.
However, the last few years have seen the emergence of a
new class of self-service applications that support dynamic
data querying, visual analysis, and interactive presentation
on standard personal computers. These user-friendly data ex-
ploration and visualization tools, which are typically avail-
able free, empower the average user as it makes them less
dependent on technical expertise and enable a broad audi-
ence to tell stories with data using visualization [KM13].
An example of an interactive data-driven story using visu-
alization is the New York Times’ dialect quiz How Y’all,
Youse, and You Guys Talk [KA13]. By responding to 25
different questions about the language the user most likely
uses in different situations, the quiz builds a profile of the
user’s dialect. When all questions are completed, a heat map
indicates where in the United States the user most likely
would find a person who uses a similar dialect. The dialect
quiz became a huge success; in just eleven days (it was pub-
lished on December 21) it became the most visited content
of 2013 throughout www.nytimes.com, their mobile site and
iOS apps [New14].

3.2. Infographics

Information graphics, a popular form of visualization com-
monly found in news media and often referred to as info-
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graphics, has exploded in the digital age. The typical on-
line infographic is a static high-resolution graphic design
that attempts to transform abstract information about a spe-
cific topic into a format that is visually engaging, easily un-
derstood, and easily shared. Infographics combine data with
design—numbers, data displays, words, and pictures—in or-
der to inform, entertain, or persuade their audience. Despite
the proliferation of infographics in today’s fast-paced digital
society, little research has been conducted on them. How-
ever, they typically share a number of common attributes.
Similar to the idea behind micro-blogging services such as
Twitter, the main characteristic of infographics is that their
purpose is to tell the gist of a story at a glance. They are
stand-alone visuals that are easy to digest and do not re-
quire additional information to be comprehensible. A sec-
ond important characteristic is that infographics are meant to
be aesthetically pleasing. Indeed, well-executed infograph-
ics are often admired for their beauty or for bringing out the
beauty in data. A third characteristic of online infographics
is that they are viral, easily shared and spread across social
networks from person to person through “word of mouse”.

Although infographics are generally considered effective
for disseminating information to the masses, statisticians and
others have criticized them for relying too much on style
over substance [Cai15]. Clearly, many infographic works are
nothing more than eye candy that publishers and marketers
use to gloss up their content, overly designed and convey
little meaning. A surprisingly large number of infographics
deceive their viewers by cherry picking statistics, warping
facts, or providing questionable, vague, or nonexistent data
sources [Kru13]. Despite these ethical objections, the sharp
increase of online infographics in the last five years suggests
that they appeal to a broad audience, a fact that makes them
worth investigating further.

3.3. Data Physicalization

Physical data visualization, a lesser-known subfield of data
visualization, studies alternative data representations where
data is not represented through pixels on a computer screen,
but via physical modalities experienced directly through the
eye (not including ink on paper) or other human senses. In
contrast to conventional data visualization where objectiv-
ity is the norm, physical representations of data allow for,
sometimes even encourage, the inclusion of subjectivity in
order to be evocative and increase onlookers’ engagement. In
an overview paper, Vande Moere [Moe08] explores the de-
sign space of physical data visualization in non-professional
contexts. He lists five genres: data sculptures, ambient dis-
plays, pixel sculptures, object augmentation, wearable vi-
sualization, and alternative modalities. Data sculptures are
data-driven physical artifacts that can be touched and ex-
plored through a tangible user interface. Ambient displays
turn architectural spaces into a data display through subtle
changes in light, sound, movement, solids, liquids, or gases

that can be processed in the back-ground of awareness. En-
visioned as being all around us, ambient displays blur the
boundary between the physical and digital worlds to create
an interface between people and digital information. Pixel
sculptures use non-screen-based visual units for represent-
ing information. An example is synchronized mass games or
gymnastics, often seen at the Olympic Games, where each
individual make up an element in a giant mosaic picture. Ob-
ject augmentation refers to superimposing everyday objects
with information. Visual animated projections on building
facades and sidewalks is a common example. Wearable vi-
sualization draws on miniature computing devices that fits
in clothing, jewelry, and other wearable things. The last cat-
egory, alternative modalities, utilize non-visual representa-
tions of data that can be experienced through sound (soni-
fication or auditory displays), touch (tactile or haptic dis-
plays), smell (olfactory displays), or taste (palatable inter-
faces). For instance, an experimental workshop called Data
Cuisine explored food using culinary means as an alternative
medium for representing data [Ste12].

3.4. Quantified Self

Self-knowledge through numbers, the motto of the quanti-
fied self grassroots movement [WK15], is quickly becom-
ing a mainstream phenomenon. Currently, it is estimated
that one in five U.S. adults are tracking their physical activ-
ity, sleep pattern, nutritional intake, and many other things
related to their lives through a portable or wearable com-
puting device such as a smartphone, smartwatch, or activ-
ity tracker [FD12]. The basic idea is simple: through more
granular around-the-clock quantified monitoring, people can
make smarter lifestyle choices and live healthier, more active
lives. The reasons for self-surveillance are numerous and
varied and range from the causal fitness-tracker who mon-
itors his or her own exercise, to tech-savvy patients and citi-
zen scientists who share their medical and lifestyle data on-
line to help others and advance research, to life-logging en-
thusiasts with a passion for self-discovery through personal
analytics. The story of Doug Kanter, who blogs about liv-
ing with diabetes at http://www.databetic.com, offers a
glimpse of what the future of personal data quantification
might look like. In 2012, he used a suit of medical devices,
activity trackers, smartphone applications, and PC software
to record all his diabetes data and physical activities. He vi-
sualized his yearlong quantified self project as a poster dis-
playing every blood sugar reading, every insulin dose and
meal, as well as all activity data. Kanter’s systematic self-
tracking approach helped him become more aware of his be-
havior and provided an opportunity for change. As a result,
his diabetic control improved considerably, making 2012 the
healthiest year of his life.
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4. Conclusions

In this article, we have explored the potential of using data
visualization to promote civic engagement. First, we re-
viewed some of the challenges of contemporary electronic
participation research and found that it cautions us to reduce
our expectations of the conventional approach to online par-
ticipation since there is little evidence of its success. In par-
ticular, it suggests the rationalistic model based on delibera-
tive theory has become a straightjacket, impeding wide civic
involvement. This predicament has prompted some scholars
to rethink their earlier views and suggest the study of on-
line participation should be expanded to incorporate a wider
range of technologies and practices. As a response to this
call, we examined the power of data visualization through
a couple of recent examples and a brief historical overview.
We then explored four overlapping themes that suggest data
visualization represents a yet untapped potential in promot-
ing a more informed and engaged participation in civic and
democratic life. The themes and examples discussed is sug-
gestive (but by no means conclusive) evidence that the time
is ripe for scholars to consider the use of data visualization in
political participation and civic engagement research. How-
ever, the versatility and potential applications of data visual-
ization in the service of democracy remain to be explored. I
would like, therefore, to invite my colleagues to join me in
exploring and reflecting on the following research questions:

• Techniques of storytelling focus on people, motives and
contexts rather than numbers. How can stories help bring
data to life?

• Aesthetics reaches us on a different level than words and
numbers alone. How can data be combined with art and
design to evoke emotional engagement?

• In today’s networked society, harnessing the power of hu-
man connections is key. How can we make data conversa-
tional and sharable?

• Beyond the desktop visualizations may be effective in en-
gaging hard to reach groups. How can we unlock the hid-
den potential of tangible data?

• Smartphones and other connected devices bring visualiza-
tion closer to people than ever before. How can we lever-
age the ubiquity of data in people’s lives?
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ABSTRACT 

The analysis of temporal relationships in large amounts of graph data has gained significance in recent years. In-

formation providers such as journalists seek to bring order into their daily work when dealing with temporally dis-

tributed events and the network of entities, such as persons, organisations or locations, which are related to these 

events. In this paper we introduce a time-oriented graph visualisation approach which maps temporal information 

to visual properties such as size, transparency and position and, combined with advanced graph navigation fea-

tures, facilitates the identification and exploration of temporal relationships. To evaluate our visualisation, we 

compiled a dataset of ~120.000 news articles from international press agencies including Reuters, CNN, Spiegel 

and Aljazeera. Results from an early pilot study show the potentials of our visualisation approach and its useful-

ness for analysing temporal relationships in large data sets. 

Categories and Subject Descriptors (according to ACM CCS): H.3.3 [Information Search and Retrieval]: Infor-

mation filtering; H.5.2 [User Interfaces]: Graphical user interfaces (GUI).   

 

1. Motivation 

The processing and analysis of information is becoming 

more and more complex partly due to the vast amount of 

available information, but also due to our capabilities of 

automatically explicating relations within the data. This 

relationship analysis has already found its way into some 

profession’s everyday work including journalists or histori-

ans which seek to get a chronological overview of a certain 

topic. To adequately represent relational data, node-link-

based graph representation is widely used. Its simplicity 

and established formalism facilitate the analysis of relation-

ships between data nodes. Adding a temporal component to 

graph visualisation, and with it an additional source of 

complexity, is not easy to achieve since complex graph 

representations already have a tendency towards clutter due 

to link crossing and overdraw.  

 In this paper, we extend the Semantic Blossom graph 

[RWV*14], an approach supporting  focused and context-

sensitive exploration of complex graphs along semantic 

facets, by mapping temporal information to visual proper-

ties such as (i) node size, (ii) transparency and (iii) posi-

tion. Interactive combination of these properties facilitates 

the identification and thus the exploitation of temporal 

relationships in the data.   

2. Related Work 

Network data such as semantic knowledge graphs are 

commonly visualised using node link diagrams and graph 

visualisation methods (cf. [Cui07]). The representation of 

complex graph structures exhibits a tendency towards clut-

ter due to link crossing and overdraw; adding a temporal 

component to it is thus not an easy to achieve goal. A 

commonly taken approach of addressing graph evolution is 

by showing changes through an animated sequence (cf. 

[BPF*14], [Raf13]). While animation may appear a natural 

way of conveying change, it suffers from the phenomenon 

of change blindness and from the human inability to re-

member previous states. Another approach involves visual-

ising the graph at different time points through multiple 

snapshots or temporal slices [CKN*03]. While this group 

of methods enables the viewer to compare multiple graph 

states within a single static visualisation, and to view de-

velopment of specific graph parts over time [Dwa05], they 

add a large amount of complexity to the representation as 

the graph is drawn multiple times. Additionally, slices are 

often shown in 3D [FHN*07] which complicates naviga-

tion and may lead to occlusion problems. Some approaches 

combine temporal slicing with animation [EHK*05]. A 

related approach emphasises the temporal dimension over 

the graph structure by positioning the nodes along a time-

line [BPO*06]. As the connectivity of the graph does not 

contribute to the layout, such a representation is often clut-

tered by links connecting nodes placed far from each other, 

making such a layout suitable only for smaller graphs. A 

very commonly taken approach is to code the temporal 

information using visual features of nodes and links, such 

as colour or transparency [ATS*11]. Nevertheless, the 

advantage of representing the history of the whole graph at 

once within a single, stable representation may be out-

weighed by the complexity of the representation for large 

graphs. This is due to the fact that all nodes and links, i.e. 

those within and those outside of the user’s time interval of 

interest, are always displayed.  
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Figure 1 gives an overview of the visualisation interface. The main part of the interface consists of three views – a past view 

(left), a main view (middle) and a future view (right). The main view contains only nodes whose time stamp fall into the time 

span selected with the time slider at the top; the selection corresponds to the date information – in this case 2014-09-19 – 

2014-09-28. Nodes before the selection are displayed in the past view; nodes after the time span in the future view. All dis-

played nodes are assigned a corresponding triangle icon on the time slider representing their time stamp, with selected 

node’s time shown in red. A “mouse over” highlights a node, provides more comprehensive information in a tool tip, in this 

case the article’s full title as well as the publication date, and shows the node’s semantic blossom which is used for focused 

and context-sensitive exploration of the graph.  

 

Our work combines the advantages of coding temporal 

information using visual features, in particular, size and 

transparency, with positioning of nodes which are outside 

of the user selected time interval at the edges of the visuali-

sation. In this way the user can focus on the part of the 

graph within the selected time interval which is shown as a 

classical node-link representation with full exploration 

capabilities. At the same time the context of the full graph 

and the temporal information remain preserved. 

3. Mapping Temporal Information 

The used data set contains ~120.000 news articles from 

international press agencies including Reuters, CNN, Spie-

gel and Aljazeera. The articles were in English and German 

with matching on syntactic but not on semantic level. The 

articles were crawled from March, 2014 to January, 2015. 

Each article’s time stamp represents its publication date. 

These articles are then processed using NLP methods to 

extract named entities (such as persons, locations and or-

ganisations) and stored into an index. Associations be-

tween extracted named entities are computed based on their 

co-occurrence and stored into an association index (cf. 

[Ker12]), which is implemented as a double inverted index 

(concept – documents, document – concepts). Queries to 

the association index form the basis for visual exploration 

of relationships. 

We base our visualisation on the Semantic Blossom 

graph [RWV*14]), a graph visualisation approach which 

facilitates the exploration of large densely connected 

graphs in a smart and efficient way by initially showing not 

the entire graph but only a subset of relevant nodes. Users 

can expand nodes along semantic facets to explore the 

graph. We extend this approach by a temporal component 

which maps a time information attached to nodes onto 

visual properties such as (i) node size, (ii) transparency and 

(iii) position. We use multiple visual properties to empha-

sise the difference between nodes in and outside the select-

ed time interval. Using only a single visual property, e.g. 

size, would either make the symbol too small to be reada-

ble or would not distinguish the two groups adequately. 

Figure 1 gives an overview of our interface to visualise 

the temporal information within the data. Relevant time 

spans can be selected by handles on the time slider at the 

top (the minimal time span is 48 hours). This temporal 

selection triggers the assignment of nodes to three views – 

a Past view, a Main (Present) view and a Future view. 

Nodes with a time stamp in the selected time span are 

shown in the Main view using a node-link representation. 

All displayed nodes are assigned a triangular icon above 

the time slider according to their time stamp; a selected 

node is marked by a red triangle. A “mouse over” high-

lights a node and provides more comprehensive infor-

mation; in this case the article’s full title as well as the 

publication date. The highlighted node illustrates the con-

cept of the semantic blossom that shows which and how 

many relations exist to distinct types of nodes using a 

“blossom” representation. The colour (and position) of 
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each petal defines the node type to expand, its size indi-

cates the number of connected nodes of that particular type. 

Context-sensitive expansion, i.e. only of those nodes which 

are connected to specified nodes already shown in the vis-

ualisation, is possible via simple interactions with petals 

and nodes. 

3.1 Node Positioning 

Nodes outside of the selected time span are temporally 

sorted and displayed in their respective views. This means 

that nodes closest to the temporal selection are positioned 

at the top of their views, whereby their size as well as their 

opacity also increase (see Figure 2). 

 

 

Figure 2 shows the temporal ordering of nodes in the Fu-

ture view. The closer to the Main view in terms of time, the 

larger and the more opaque they are. Temporally more 

distant nodes are smaller and more transparent. Edges are 

preserved between nodes in different views; to prevent 

clutter, they are indicated using highly transparent links. 

By ticking off the “Move Nodes” check box, all nodes 

are positioned in the Main view. In this case the temporal 

information is only conveyed by node size and node trans-

parency as illustrated in Figure 3.  

 

 

Figure 3 shows the visualisation in a “Move Nodes” 

ticked off mode. All displayed nodes moved to the main 

view; temporal information is conveyed only by node size 

and node transparency. In this case, large and opaque 

nodes exhibit time stamps within the temporal selection. 

The smaller and more transparent a node is, the further it 

is from the selected time interval. 

It should be noted that temporal information is different 

for article nodes and facet nodes. Article nodes have a sin-

gle time stamp. Facet nodes can either represent named 

entities, e.g. persons, locations or organisations, which are 

contained in an article or metadata such as source infor-

mation. Since facet nodes are not unique, i.e. a person can 

occur in more than one news article, they can have more 

than one time stamp as illustrated in Figure 4. A “mouse 

over” in the graph view reveals time stamps in the timeline 

of all other displayed articles the person “Mohammed 

Basindawa” occurs in. The time stamps are furthermore 

highlighted at the time slider via red triangles facilitating to 

identify temporal relationships amongst the nodes. 

 

Figure 4 shows the "mouse over" information of a person 

facet node (“Mohammed Basindawa”) as well as the time 

stamps of all other displayed articles which mention this 

person. These time stamps are also marked via red trian-

gles on the time slider. For a possible positioning in the 

views the average of the time stamps is taken. 

4. Pilot Study 

4.1 Task Description 

We conducted an early pilot study with two participants 

in form of a thinking aloud test to collect initial feedback 

on usability problems and on whether one of the modes 

would be preferred by the users. The pilot study also serves 

as a preparation for a subsequent full-scale user study, 

which will compare the two modes of temporal representa-

tion – with and without moving nodes – in detail. The two 

participants had experience in gathering information; both 

search daily to once a week for information on people and 

organisations on the web using a standard search engine.  

The evaluation task required the participants to look into 

the conflict going on in the past months in the Republic of 

Yemen. Starting point was the search query “Yemen” re-

sulting in the most relevant documents being displayed in 

our visualisation interface. The two participants were 

steered through a prepared scenario by posing questions 

such as “Find out the name of the related Yemen politi-
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cian” or “When was the cease-fire between rebels and gov-

ernment reported?”. At the end, a big picture of the Yemen 

conflict should have been formed taking into account 

chronological ordering of the events: “fighting”, “peace 

treaty”, “elections” and “prime minister resigns”. 

4.2 Feedback and Observations 

In the following we report selective findings from the 

thinking aloud test as well as the filled out questionnaires 

at the end of the pilot study: 

 Having the distribution of timestamps visualised (trian-

gles) above the time slider was helpful. 

 Highlighting the triangle icons above the slider on node 

“mouse over” was perceived as a very useful inspection 

helping find timestamps and establish a temporal context 

to other nodes. 

 The “Move Nodes” representation was easier to read due 

to a better focus on the selected time interval and less 

clutter, which is caused by many out-of-context nodes 

and links in the other mode. 

 The “Move Nodes” mode made it easy to overlook new 

nodes as they were added and moved out of the way. 

 If nodes move, context is lost more easily. The movement 

itself needs to be slow and smooth to avoid confusion. 

 The currently missing synchronised highlighting over all 

views in the “Move Nodes” mode would be helpful. 

 Visualisation design is generally suitable for discovering 

most important relationships in the data.  

 The participants agreed that the visualisation, in both 

modes, supports discovery of temporal information, for 

instance, when, or how far apart events happened.  

To summarise: moving nodes helps avoid clutter, which 

is welcome, but new nodes added through expansion tend 

to be overlooked easily, which will be addressed in a future 

version of the tool. It is also an argument for providing 

both modes to the user.  

5. Conclusions 

In this work we presented an approach for visualising time-

oriented data by mapping temporal information to visual 

properties, in particular the node position, however taking 

a middle approach where only nodes out of the user-

defined temporal focus are moved, while the within-focus 

nodes remain unaffected. Our visualisation enables and 

facilitates explorative and explanative analyses of time-

oriented data graph structures, for instance, for information 

providers to get an overview of a situation based on (i) 

respective events in the past or (ii) discovered relations 

between data entities such as persons or organisations. 

To gather evidence on the effectiveness of our approach, 

we plan to conduct a comprehensive user study with up to 

30 professional with information analysis background. 

Future work also includes an improvement with respect to 

the user interface, for instance, implementing a proper edge 

rendering between nodes from different views. 
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Abstract
In order to make it easier for the surgeons to locate tumors during a laparoscopic liver surgery, and to form a
mental image of the remaining structures, the 3D models of the liver’s inner structures are extracted from a pre-
operative CT scan and are overlaid onto the live video stream obtained during surgery. In that way the surgeons
can virtually look into the liver and locate the tumors (focus objects) and also have a basic understanding of their
spatial relation with other critical structures. Within this paper, we present techniques for enhancing the spatial
comprehension of the focus objects in relation to their surrounding areas, while they are overlaid onto the live
endoscope video stream. To obtain an occlusion-free view while not destroying the context, we place a cone on the
position of each focus object facing the camera. The cone creates an intersection surface (cut volume) that cuts
the structures, visualizing the depth of the cut and the spatial relation between the focus object and the intersected
structures. Furthermore, we combine this technique with several rendering approaches, which have proven to be
useful for enhancing depth perception in other scenarios.

1. Introduction

During the past years gradually more surgeries are per-
formed using laparoscopic techniques. During the surgery
an endoscope camera transmits high quality video streams
to high resolution monitors in the operating room allowing
the surgeons to perform the same tasks as in open surgery.
However, the endoscope video stream only provides visual-
ization of the surface of the organ without giving information
for the critical inner structures. Computer Assisted Surgery
(CAS) is the concept of performing laparoscopic surgeries
using computer technology. In CAS the first step is to create
a 3D model that reproduces in great accuracy the geometry
of the patient’s organ. This can be done through a number of
medical imaging technologies, with Computed Tomography
(CT) being the most widely used due to its high accuracy.
The 3D models reconstructed from CT are then uploaded
into the computer system and rendered on screen.

In CAS surgeons also have the ability to use a navigation
system that can register the used surgery instruments in re-
lation to the 3D models in real time. By overlaying the 3D
models on the live endoscope image, surgeons have the abil-
ity to reference the position of the surgical tools in relation to
the 3D models and simultaneously with the patient’s organ.

However, the representation of the 3D models have to pro-
vide a clear view of the critical areas (tumors and cysts), as
well as correct depth perception and spatial information be-
tween structures. Within this paper we focus on enhancing
the visualization of an augmented reality navigation system
providing a more focused view of the areas where tumors are
placed and better depth and spatial relation between them
and their surrounding structures.

2. Related Work

Overlaying the anatomical structures on to the live endo-
scope image is not sufficient to ensure a good visual re-
sult. In computer graphics and especially in medical visu-
alization one of the most important parts is to let the user
perceive the spatial relationship between the objects in a
2D display. There are different techniques that allow users
to estimate distances such as shading, contours, shadows,
aerial perspective, texture gradients etc.. The depth percep-
tion is enhanced using halos that highlight the edges of cer-
tain structures [BG07] while depth perception is also influ-
enced by different lighting parameters [TI09]. Lighting and
shading are important as far as the visual feedback for space
and depth perception and the impact of different luminance
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Figure 1: Illustration of the non-enhanced overlay of the
3D models on to the live endoscope image.

patterns are studied. Wagner compared different depth cues
and their impact on depth perception [WFG92]. Different
techniques that do not depend on transparency which can
lead to errors and provide visibility of the focus structures
have been developed and are referred to as smart visibil-
ity [VG05]. Smart visibility techniques rely on selectively
removing structures or cutting into them. These techniques
manage to preserve a high quality visual result despite the
spatial deformations. Krüger et al. implemented a smart vis-
ibility technique by applying ghosting that fades out all
the structures that lay in front of the tumors, called Clear
View [KSW06]. The visibility to specific structures can be
also assured by cutting into a 3D model, a technique that
provides also depth perception by visualizing the depth of
the cut. Such techniques are referred to as volume cutting.
Diepstraten et al. present various approaches to generate cut-
aways to allow a clear view into a solid object [DWE03].
Two different techniques are presented called cutout and
breakaway. The former will remove a big part of the exterior
of a geometry to reveal hidden geometries, while the latter
will create a cutout in the shape of the hidden object. Rautek
et al. used the tumor’s silhouette to create the cut’s shape
providing information for the tumor’s shape and the struc-
tures that lay in it but not reliable information for the depth
of the cut [RBG08]. Using the Maximum Importance Pro-
jection the structures are cut by cones to visualize the depth
of the cut and also the spatial and depth relation between the
structures that lay inside the cones [VKG04].

3. Visualization Enhancements

To improve the non-enhanced overlay of the 3D models on
to the live endoscope video stream (see Figure 1), the fol-
lowing visualization techniques were applied with the goal
to enhance the depth perception as well as the spatial com-
prehension of the focus areas.

3.1. Blending and Environmental Depth Cues

In the overlay shown in Figure 1, the 3D models are per-
ceived as the top layer and the endoscope image the bot-
tom layer. It is clearly visible that 3D models seem to float
over the liver’s surface. In order to give the feeling that
the 3D models lay underneath the liver’s surface a blending
mode has to be applied for both layers. After testing different
modes, the screen blend mode managed to produce a result
that suits the current case. With screen blend mode the colors
of both layers are inverted, then multiplied and then inverted
again according to the following equation:

f (a,b) = 1− (1−a)∗ (1−b) (1)

where a and b are the two layers. This blend mode does not
distort the colors of the two layers, keeps the main color
gamut of the scene and also produces a brighter but not too
bright image in contrast to the other tested blend modes.

Another downside of the current situation is, that the in-
tensity of the colors of the 3D models as seen in the over-
lay is the same no matter if they are closer or further from
the camera. In computer graphics in order to enhance the
depth perception of a scene, techniques that simulate the en-
vironmental depth cue (atmospheric perspective) are often
used [War12]. That refers to the decrease in contrast of dis-
tant objects in the environment. In order to simulate the en-
vironmental depth in the laparoscopic scenario, the inverted
depth values of the 3D models are added to Equation 1.

3.2. Edge Detection

Due to the applied blending, the inner structures lie now be-
low the liver’s surface. Unfortunately, thus also the spatial
relation of the 3D structures has become harder to detect
due to the blending. By applying an edge detection algo-
rithm and drawing the contours of the structures, the spatial
relation can be enhanced. The edge detection is applied be-
fore the blending on the rendered 3D models. As the scene
is not that complex most of the edge detection algorithms
will produce quite a good result [JS09]. A basic average in-
tensity difference edge detection algorithm is applied in a
fragment shader. The algorithm traverses all fragments and
averages the adjacent intensity values, creating a mask with
the averaged RGB colors of all the neighboring pixels. Then,
the intensity differences between the neighboring pixels are
averaged:

Ix =
|I1− I7|+ |I0− I8|+ |I3− I5|+ |I6− I2|

4
(2)

Finally, applying a user defined threshold to the current
pixel’s final intensity value will determine whether or not
that pixel is an edge. The edge detected models are then
added in Equation 1:
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Figure 2: Adjusted screen blend mode using the edge de-
tected models and simulating the enviromental depth cue us-
ing the inverted depth values.

f (a,b) = 1−(1−a)∗(1−b_edge_det ∗b_inv_depth) (3)

The result after applying the described blend mode together
with the edge detection can be seen in Figure 2.

3.3. Focus+Context Visualization

During a laparoscopic surgery the surgeons have to focus on
the areas where the tumors are located. The location of the
tumors, from now on referred to as focus objects, and the
proximity to critical surrounding areas such as main blood
vessels is extremely important to the surgeons for treatment
decisions. The liver contains a very complicated network of
vessels that most of the times occlude the focus objects. In
order to enhance the depth and spatial perception of the fo-
cus objects with their surrounding structures, a cut volume
can be created using a cone placed on the positions of each
focus object. When a cone is intersected in different spots,
the depth comparison between the intersected points is eas-
ier due to its angular shape. This technique is referred as
breakaways [KTP10]. The cones are placed in the center of
each tumor which can be calculated by taking the average
of its minimum and maximum x, y and z coordinates. The
size/opening for each cut volume is user defined although
the smallest possible size should at least contain the whole
tumor. To make sure that the cut volumes contain all the
structures that lay in them each cone has to be extended.
Knowing that the 3D models cannot extend arbitrarily due
to the designated shape of the liver, it is sufficient to scale
the cones until they almost reach the near plane. However,
when the cones are close to one another, they will inevitably
overlap and will block the view to the cut volumes. In order
to force the overlapping faces not to be rendered when using

OpenGL, a depth test of greater(GL_GREATER) should be
used during the rendering phase of the cones, meaning that
structures that are further from the camera are rendered in-
stead of the default process of rendering whatever is closer to
the camera. However, there are cases where the depth test of
greater will not have any effect, for example when only one
cut volume is visualized or if the cut volumes are too far to
overlap and thus will block the view to the rest of the scene.
In order to size the cut volumes accordingly, the surface of
the 3D liver model is used to set their borders. A depth test of
greater should be performed when rendering the cut volumes
and the liver’s surface which will lead to only rendering the
sized cut volumes. Thus, the cut volumes are adjusted prop-
erly and block as less as possible from the structures that do
not lay in them as seen in Figure 3.

4. Results

The final step would be to visualize the cut volumes and
the structures that lay in them according to Section 3.3 and
the rest of the scene according to Section 3.1 and Section
3.2. Moreover, the cut volumes’ color should be as close as
possible to the actual liver’s color in order to create a more
even result. However, the live endoscope image has a lot of
different gradients due to the liver’s structure, the specular
light from the endoscope’s light source and of course areas
that are not lit properly. Testing a lot of different approaches
to color the cut volumes has led to the conclusion that it is
sufficient to sample the color of any pixel that approaches
the main color gamut of the liver. The final composition can
change according to our preferences. We can visualize all the
cut volumes at the same view, isolate a cut volume at a time,
change the size of all or specific cut volumes and finally add
some transparency on them to be able to track the structures
that lay behind them. Figure 4 shows a composition when all

Figure 3: Simulation of the properly sized cut volumes
marked in red strip lines. The green contour shows the liver’s
surface that was used to size the right most and left most
faces. The two middle overlapping faces were removed when
rendering only the cones with a depth test of greater.
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the cut volumes are visualized with different sizes and a low
transparency level.

Additionally, the developed implementation can be ap-
plied to the 3D liver’s surface instead of the live endoscope
image. In Figure 5 one cut volume is visualized with a semi-
transparent surface.

5. Conclusions

Modern systems are capable of overlaying the pre-
operatively extracted 3D models of the patient’s liver inner
structures, onto the live endoscope video stream during a la-
paroscopic liver surgery. However, by simply overlaying the
3D models on the live endoscope’s video stream is not suffi-
cient to provide a highly accurate spatial and depth percep-
tion. Thus, a cone is placed on the position of each tumor
facing the camera. Due to the cone’s angular shape it is eas-
ier to rate the depth of the cut and the distances between the
intersected structures. The 3D models that do not lay inside
any of the cut volumes are passed through an edge-detection
algorithm and blended with the live endoscope image. In that
way they still preserve and depict their spatial relation with
the rest of the structures. Future considerations in order to
achieve a better result would be to add shadows and/or dis-
tance lines in the form of rings across each cone’s surface.
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Figure 4: Visualization of all the cut volumes set with differ-
ent sizes to give a better spatial understanding of the struc-
tures. The cut volumes have been set semi-transparent to
track the structures that lay behind them.

Figure 5: The proposed technique using the 3D model of
the liver instead of the endoscope image, isolating one cut
volume. Transparency is used for both the cut volume and
the liver’s surface.
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Figure 1: Our course assignments are all implemented with modern shader-based OpenGL and range from manipulating the
vertices and fragments of a single triangle to implementing a 3D model viewer with per-fragment Blinn-Phong shading.

Abstract
This paper presents our approach and experiences of transferring an introductory computer graphics course from
the fixed-function OpenGL pipeline to modern shader-based OpenGL. We provide an overview of the selected
course structure and the C++-based programming environment that we use for assignments and projects, and
discuss some of the technical and pedagogical challenges, e.g., multiplatform support and shader debugging,
that we ran into. Based on course evaluations and the outcome of programming assignments, we conclude that
introducing shaders early and skipping the fixed-function pipeline completely is a sound and viable approach. It
requires more initial effort from teachers and students because of the added complexity of setting up and using
shaders and vertex buffers, but offers a more interactive and powerful programming environment, which we believe
helps promoting the creativity of students.

Categories and Subject Descriptors (according to ACM CCS): I.3.0 [Computer Graphics]: General—

1. Introduction

The transition from fixed-function OpenGL to pro-
grammable shaders has slowly reached academia and
prompted a change in how graphics programming is
taught [AS11]. One of the initial challenges in teaching
an introductory computer graphics course based on modern
shader-based OpenGL (which here means OpenGL version
3.x or higher) is to help the students overcome the hurdles of
compiling shaders and uploading vertex data to the GPU via
buffer objects. Another challenge is to set up a programming
environment that supports the learning process and works on

a variety of platforms and GPU configurations [PPGT14].
This paper presents our approach and experiences of adopt-
ing modern shader-based OpenGL in the introductory com-
puter graphics course offered at Uppsala University. The
course, which is supposed to represent 10 weeks of full-time
studies and usually have between 50 and 70 enrolled stu-
dents, is targeted to Bachelor’s and Master’s CS or engineer-
ing students who have taken basic courses in linear algebra
and computer programming. Typically, a few of the students
have prior experience of shader programming or the fixed-
function OpenGL pipeline, but most are complete novices.
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Figure 2: Two of the six available course projects students may choose from. Left: Volume rendering. Right: Toon shading
implemented as a post-processing effect. The AntTweakBar GUI library is used for interactive parameter tweaking.

2. Course structure

Whereas shader programming was introduced as an ad-
vanced topic towards the end of our former graphics course,
we now introduce it already in the second lecture, along with
a simplified overview of how the programmable graphics
pipeline works. We start by showing how to manipulate ver-
tices and fragments via shaders and how to upload vertex
data to the GPU memory via buffer objects, and then move
on to cover transformations, viewing, and shading. Subse-
quently, we introduce more advanced rendering topics such
as texture mapping, global illumination, and splines, along
with fundamental topics such as rasterization and clipping.
The fixed-function OpenGL pipeline is briefly mentioned
during the course but not covered in detail.

Our course includes three programming assignments
(Fig. 1) and one project. While the assignments specify ex-
actly what the students are supposed to do to assure that
they are familiar with the fundamental graphics program-
ming tools and concepts, the project is more loosely spec-
ified. The students can choose from six different projects,
which cover more advanced rendering techniques such as
volume rendering and post-processing effects (Fig. 2). The
projects have different degrees of specification so that the
students can choose a project according to their own interest
but also according to how much freedom they desire and how
much specification they need. We also encourage students to
suggest projects on their own. In addition to implementing a
working solution, each student or project group must submit
a 1-2 pages graphical abstract and a short (∼1 minute) video
demonstrating the solution. The compact format of the pre-
sentation enables quick assessment of the quality of the so-
lution, which is appealing from an instructors point of view.

At the end of the course, there is a conventional exam test-
ing the students’ teoretical knowledge about the various ren-
dering topics covered in the lectures. The final grade is de-

termined by the grade on the exam and by eventual bonus
points obtained in the assignments.

3. Programming environment

The assignments and project are programmed in C++ using
the widely supported OpenGL 3.2 core profile and GLSL
1.50. Although we would have preferred to use a compati-
bility profile, the 3.2 core profile is the only reasonable mod-
ern OpenGL profile that is supported under Windows, Linux,
and Mac OS X on up to five years old integrated or discrete
GPUs. The students can work either on their own computers
or on the lab computers, which are equipped with Windows
7, Visual Studio 2013, and Nvidia 6XX series GPUs. We use
the FreeGLUT library for creating and managing windows
(with GLFW as alternative for Mac OS X users), GLEW for
loading OpenGL extensions, and GLM [Cre15] for mathe-
matics. We also use the easy-to-integrate AntTweakBar GUI
library [Dec15] to set up a widget for interactive parame-
ter tweaking. Compilation on different platforms is enabled
via the CMake [Kit15] build tool, which can generate Vi-
sual Studio project files on Windows and Unix makefiles on
Linux or OS X.

Compared with the fixed-function OpenGL pipeline,
modern shader-based OpenGL has, as noted in [AS11], a
steeper learning curve and requires more initial program-
ming to display something on the screen. One of the ini-
tial barriers for newcomers to modern OpenGL is to perform
the somewhat complex and error-prone steps of loading and
compiling shader programs and setting up vertex buffer and
vertex array objects. In the first assignment, we provide util-
ity functions for performing these tasks. This allows students
to get started quickly and focus on the shader programming,
without abstracting away too much of the underlying graph-
ics API. In our experience, wrapping OpenGL calls into a
custom framework of C++ classes tend to confuse students
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with limited programming and C++ background. Thus, we
prefer to use plain OpenGL calls, for which the students
easily can find documentation and examples. The only addi-
tional utility code we provide for the assignments is a virtual
trackball implementation and a simple OBJ file reader.

4. Challenges

Many of our students find it difficult to debug OpenGL appli-
cations and shader code. Shader variables can not be easily
printed, and sometimes it is not obvious whether the problem
lies in the host application code or in the shader code. Com-
menting out code and rendering vector or scalar variables as
colors to the screen are the typical shader debugging tech-
niques that we suggest for the assignments. Adding a key-
board shortcut for reloading shader programs on-the-fly is
also highly useful since it allows the students to interactively
modify shaders without restarting the OpenGL host applica-
tion. The ARB_debug_output extension can be enabled
to facilitate debugging on the host side. Some students have
found graphical debuggers like APITrace useful later in the
course.

Live coding during the initial lectures is helpful to illus-
trate how shaders can affect the appearance of the rendering
and how the different types of shader variables are used. As
a supplement to the course material, we also encourage the
students to work through some of the many excellent mod-
ern OpenGL programming tutorials (e.g., [dV15]) that are
available online. To avoid that the students try to use legacy
OpenGL functions in the assignments, we provide a quick-
reference listing the most common fixed-function OpenGL
commands that are deprecated or removed in the OpenGL
3.x and 4.x core profiles.

The programming environment described in Section 3 can
be a bit complex to set up for the first time. CMake is less
ideal for the GUI-based workflow on Windows, and some of
the students who worked on Mac OS X ran into issues with
third-party libraries. A possible future direction of the course
could be to move away from desktop OpenGL and C++ to
WebGL and JavaScript, so that the students only would re-
quire a text editor and a WebGL-enabled browser to develop
and run their OpenGL applications. This approach has been
successfully adopted in, for example, massive open online
courses (MOOC) [Cou15].

5. Conclusion

According to Romeike [Rom08] there are three drivers for
creativity in computer science education: 1) the person with
his motivation and interest, 2) the IT environment, and 3)
the subject of software design itself. Allowing the students
to choose a project is promoting the first driver. We strongly
believe that using programmable shaders instead of the old
fixed-function OpenGL pipeline promotes the second driver.
Having control of powerful shaders is simply much more fun

as it allows the student to try out new ideas quickly and eas-
ily and implement more sophisticated rendering techniques.
The third driver is promoted by the fact that the response
is immediate and graphical. The student instantly sees the
result on the screen from changing the code and that itself
helps the student in the exploration of different parameters
and studying the result of code changes.

This is the second year we teach the revisited course, and
overall the transition from the old fixed-function OpenGL
pipeline to modern shader-based OpenGL has been a posi-
tive experience. Based on course evaluations, student feed-
back, and the outcome of programming assignments, we
conclude that introducing shaders early and skipping the
fixed-function pipeline completely is a sound and viable ap-
proach, particularly since the OpenGL 3.2 core profile is
now widely supported. Although the shader-based approach
requires more initial effort from both teachers and students,
it appears to provide the students a more fundamental under-
standing of how the graphics pipeline works, smoothens the
transition to advanced rendering topics, and pays off later in
the form of more spectacular course projects. Key issues to
address in the future are improved support for shader debug-
ging and simplification of the programming environment.
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Abstract
This paper describes the use of interactive computer graphics and game technologies in a new mathematical
modelling and simulation course at KTH Royal Institute of Technology that commenced in January 2015. In order
to better engage students in the subject, elements of the course involved real-time physics scenarios using computer
game technologies. An important secondary aim in the course was to develop the ability for students to define their
own goals in the absence of specific tasks, which culminated in student-led projects. This paper briefly summarises
the pedagogical approach, the course structure and presents a sample of student project work.

1. Introduction

The fields of scientific computing and computer graph-
ics share a multitude of models, methods and algorithms,
where the main difference often is that while in scientific
computing quantitative accuracy is a necessity, in computer
graphics, the visual impression and real-time operations are
paramount. Models and simulation is becoming increasingly
important in science and engineering, used for simulation
based experiments, virtual prototyping, forecasts and risk
analyses. As computer hardware becomes more powerful,
there is a gradual move towards more realistic simulation
models. Traditionally, numerical analysis courses are taught
using software packages such as Matlab/Octave, with a fo-
cus on very simple model problems to illustrate the basic
concepts, and with limited capabilities for interactivity and
visualisation. While this may be suitable for some groups
of students, it may also deter other groups that lose interest
in the mathematical abstraction of the models. This is sig-
nificant at national and international level, where attracting,
engaging and retaining students in science, engineering and
mathematics has been an issue of growing concern.

A core aim of the course is therefore to exploit numerous
relationships between modelling and simulation approaches
and computer games technologies (primarily physics simu-
lation and interactive visualisation) in order to stimulate cu-
riosity and provide intuitive knowledge about the underlying
numerical methods, algorithms and physics models that are
foundational to both entertainment applications and more re-
alistic applications in serious science and engineering.

2. Background

There has been increasing emphasis over the past decade on
the importance of engaging students in Science, Technol-
ogy, Engineering and Mathematics (STEM) subjects. This
has been partly due to fears of skills shortages, especially
in Europe and the US, and has been reflected by a gen-
eral decline in retention in computing programmes. For ex-
ample, in the UK, concerns about abilities of graduates
in STEM areas led to the commissioning of Next-Gen,
the Livingstone-Hope Skills Review [LH11] recommending
major changes to STEM education in secondary and higher
education, which is recognised as a serious issue by the UK
government [Gov11]. A number of potential solutions have
been proposed, including suggestions that degrees should
be made ‘more fun’ and offer multi-disciplinary and cross-
disciplinary programs [Car06]. With this in mind, pedagog-
ical practitioners have been exploring new ways in which
to make STEM subjects more attractive to students. A num-
ber of approaches (see [APH∗12] and [Kur09] for examples)
involve the use of interactive visualisations and game tech-
nologies to better engage students in these subjects.

3. Rationale

Game technologies are therefore relevant to pedagogy in a
number of ways. For example, interactive experiments fea-
turing mathematical equations and the impact of simulation
approaches and results are well-supported by the real-time,
advanced graphics technologies underlying modern com-
puter games. Modern engines also provide tools and com-
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Figure 1: Screenshots taken from three of the lab assignments: (from left to right) solar system, predator-prey and spring mass
scenarios, respectively. Lab assignments were designed to become more open ended as they progressed.

ponents for supporting the use of GPUs. Beyond these, one
of our primary motivations for introducing computer game
technologies in the course relates to stimulating student’s in-
tellectual curiosity about nature. Game engines supporting
modern AAA bestsellers are exceptionally sophisticated and
often aim to simulate and synthesise natural environments
that appear realistic to viewers, necessitating the develop-
ment of underlying physical simulation models. A number of
previous works have already investigated the use of the video
game technologies to teach physics [Pri08] and numerical
methods, for example, to undergraduate mechnical engineer-
ing students [CS09], in addition to increasing motivation and
engagement in computer science subjects [BPCL08]. This
paper presents a preliminary summary of our initial course
design and experiences with a cohort of 3rd year computer
science students in a 6 week time period.

4. Course Details

We aimed to present the students with a set of engaging
scenarios featuring themes that clearly connected to specific
computer game technologies, especially game physics. Stu-
dents could also include simple game mechanics in their sce-
narios, although the focus of the course was on game tech-
nology use and development, rather than game design issues.

4.1. Objectives

There were two main course objectives. The first related to
developing students’ intuitive understanding of simulation
methods with a focus on the following concepts:

• Accuracy: The appropriateness of various models and ap-
proximations for different application areas.

• Stability: Issues relating to the numerical stability of var-
ious approaches.

• Performance: Implications of various simulation tech-
niques and approximations on achieving real-time inter-
active performance.

• Generalisability: Application of core methods to many
different target domains.

The second objective related to engaging students as ac-
tive learners in the learning process [APH∗12]. Since many

of the students had not engaged in substantial student-led
project work before, i.e projects in which they were fully re-
sponsible from the specification phase onwards, the course
was split into two phases. The first phase consisted of tradi-
tional lecture and lab sessions. Initial lab assignments were
designed in order to provide a detailed task decomposition
for solving problems. As lab assignments progressed, the
questions become less detailed and required students to de-
fine their own sub-goals by conducting their own task de-
composition. This culminated in the second phase of the
course, where students engaged in open ended project work.

4.2. Structure

The course was designed around two sequential phases, a
first phase that consisted of a traditional set of lectures and
labs, and a second phase that consisted of student-led project
work facilitated with feedback from the course team.

4.2.1. Phase 1: Lectures and Labs

The first phase consisted of a four week traditional lecture
and lab design. Each week included a single lecture on the
theories and methods related to modelling and simulation,
in addition to a single lecture related to relevant real-time
algorithms from graphics and games. Specifically, theory
and methods related to the description of particle models,
time-stepping methods, ordinary differential equations, im-
plicit methods, partial differential equations and mesh meth-
ods, while the practical lectures focussed on the comple-
mentary topics of implementing particle systems, steering
algorithms, behavioural animation, and a review of game
engines and middleware. There were four lab assignments,
each covering the following scenario: solar system, predator-
prey, spring-mass system and fluid simulation (see Figure 1).

4.2.2. Phase 2: Projects

The second phase of the course, a further two weeks, con-
sisted of a project. Students could complete the projects in
groups of up to three people. Unlike the labs, which had a
set structure and questions, students could choose their own
project topics. Since the issue of choosing a project topic
may be non-trivial for many students, they were asked to
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Figure 2: An example of two of the projects from the course,
the first (top) involving an interactive cannon ball simulation
and (bottom) real-time ragdoll simulation.

submit project specifications that received feedback from the
course team. The project phase was supported by two weekly
activity and project support sessions. A preliminary and final
presentation session also took place where students demon-
strated their results and received feedback from the course
team and from the rest of the cohort.

5. Results

The course team consisted of the two primary lecturers
and four Teaching Assistants (a postdoctoral student and
three Master-level students). The 2015 student cohort was
composed of twenty 3rd year undergraduate students from
the computer science and virtual design programmes in
KTH Royal Institute of Technology. A total of eight student
groups submitted projects at the end of the course. Figure
2 illustrates two examples of projects from the course. The
first project, a cannon ball simulator, introduced game me-
chanics into a physics scenario in which the player needed
to judge wind speed and gravity in order to hit targets in the
virtual environment. The second project concerned the im-
plementation of a ragdoll system. Students also took part in
a written questionnaire session both at the beginning of the
course, to establish their skills, and at the end of the course,
to describe their experiences and reflect on approaches for
problem solving and project specification. The results gen-
erally showed that time management in relation to lab and
project submission was a central concern in the course and
that most students were motivated not only by achieving spe-

cific grades, but also by creating demonstrations and deliv-
erables that could be used in their future endeavours. It is in-
teresting to note that mathematics and programming issues
were not raised as concerns by this cohort.

6. Future Directions

Feedback from the students suggested a number of improve-
ments for subsequent iterations of the course. Firstly, the
course is quite short and is intensive in terms of deliverables.
Many students were taking other courses at the same time
and in some cases this led to time management problems.
We also intend to put a further focus on a set of fundamental
mathematical models rather than models specific to particu-
lar disciplines, for example, focus on wave propagation and
dissipation rather than acoustics, electromagnetics, and so
on. Another area of future work involves the further separa-
tion of the model from the numerical discretisation method,
since this abstraction is very powerful.
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Abstract
We present preliminary results of the effect of Expo-Based Learning (EBL) applied to a course on information
visualization. We define EBL as project-based learning (PBL) augmented with constructively-aligned large public
demos [RTP14]. In this paper, we analyze the results of challenging and grading enrolled students to compete and
present their projects publicly at an open student competition organized by a second university. We surveyed the
students at the end of the course before the competition started and the end of the competition. We present the
result of the impact of the student competition as it relates to the intended learning outcomes from the perspective
of the students.

Categories and Subject Descriptors (according to ACM CCS): K.3.2 [K.3 COMPUTERS AND EDUCATION]:
Computer and Information Science Education—Computer science education

1. Introduction

Previously, we introduced the concept of Expo-Based Learn-
ing as project-based learning constructively-aligned with
large public presentations. Constructive alignment refers to
assigning a grade for a task that is focused on achieving the
intended learning outcomes (ILOs) [RTP14]. In the context
of our original presentation of EBL, the students were tasked
with presenting in front of two very large audiences at two
public events. The course where the students presented was
advanced graphics interaction and the events where they pre-
sented were a high school student conference with 5,000 at-
tendees and a gaming conference with 30,000 attendance.
The students presented for a total of 50 hours at the two
events, 10 hours at the first and 40 hours at the second, the 40
hours spread over four days. The technical and communica-
tion challenges of these events demonstrated extremely valu-
able opportunities forwarding deep learning as evidenced by
the surveys and individual interviews of the students. To ex-
pand on the methodology of EBL, we present the case study
in this paper.

We introduce constructively-aligned project competition
at an open student competition organized by the Linköping
University’s C-Visualization Center in Sweden. The event,
called the C-Awards [http://www.cawards.se/], is
a competition open to students from around Sweden. The
competition awards 10,000 SEK (1,158 USD) to the winner

of each of six categories. The students in this study sent six
projects to compete in five categories.

The information visualization course offers 6.0 credits.
During the course, the students complete three individual
projects, each worth 20%, and one group project worth 30%.
The students also received 10% for weekly readings. This
paper focuses on the group project that competed at the C-
Awards.

2. Description of the Student Groups, Project
Execution, and Grading

The course had eighteen master’s students in computer sci-
ence or human-computer interaction. Four students were fe-
male. The students grouped into six teams of three or four
people. The grouping criteria was to balance skills across
groups and align interests within groups as much as possi-
ble.

The content of the project was free for the students to de-
cide. The students had one week to propose and two weeks to
implement the projects. They demonstrated the final projects
in class, where they received a partial grade. After the pre-
sentations, the students had three weeks to improve their vi-
sualizations and write a two-page document and record a
five-minute video for the competition. At the competition,
they were tasked with presenting and demoing their interac-
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Figure 1: The students of information visualization during their final project demonstration in the Visualization Studio VIC
https://www.facebook.com/VisualizationStudio.

Figure 2: iBrowse is iBrowse is a visualization of internet browsing history. See the video figure https://vimeo.com/
90013649. Visit the webpage http://goo.gl/J2kKG4.

tive visualizations in front of an audience of approximately
400 people.

The projects were graded as follows: 1. Proposal 10%;
2. Mid-term presentation 10%; 3. Final demo 20%; 4. Cri-
tiquing other projects 10%; 5. URL with the running code
and a description of project 10%; 6. Two-page document and
the video submission to the C-Awards 30%; and 7. Two-page
report documenting their learning outcomes 10%.

The grading criteria consisted on the quality of the an-
swers to the following questions: 1. Who is the user? 2. What
are the tasks? 3. What is the data? 4. What are the data of
transformations? 5. What are the visual mappings? 6. What
are the visual structures? 7. What are the view transforma-
tions? 8. What are the views? 9. How does the demo support
the tasks? 10. How can it be improved? The premise of EBL
is that flaws in the answer to these questions become evident
by presenting the projects to larger and more diverse audi-
ences.

This is a project-based learning course and it is also a
studio-based learning. The course took place at the Visual-

ization Studio VIC at KTH Royal Institute of Technology,
Stockholm, Sweden. Figure 1 shows the students of infor-
mation visualization during their final project demonstration
in the studio. VIC performs three functions: research, edu-
cation, and outreach. The research centers on visualization-
supported collaborative work and foundational interactive
and graphics technologies. It is also a showcase and class-
room environment where we teach and demo our existing
projects. Finally it is an outreach environment where we in-
vite industry partners and primary and secondary school stu-
dents to interact with the technology, science, and students at
KTH. VIC provides a number of cutting-edge technologies
and the expertise to readily use the infrastructure. Some of
the technologies VIC houses are an ultra-high definition 4K
stereoscopic projection four-meter wall with traditional key-
board and mouse interfaces augmented with gesture-, voice-
, touch-, and phone-based interaction infrastructures. VIC
houses as well a number of Oculus Rifts, cinema-quality
audio, high-definition video conferencing with eye contract,
eye tracking, GPU-based computing clusters, diverse inter-
action and sensor systems, haptic devices, and 3-D printers.
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Figure 3: explr.fm is a visualization of the national provenance of the artists on a user’s LastFM playlist. See the video figure
https://vimeo.com/90011479. Visit the webpage http://explr.fm/.

VIC also has a full-time staff that supports the coordination
and engineering of the projects.

3. Two Sample Projects

The course had six group projects. In the interest of space,
we highlight two of the six projects here.

Figure 2 shows iBrowse, a visualization of internet brows-
ing history [http://goo.gl/J2kKG4]. It was created
by master’s students Wouter Jansen, Ivo van Bon, and Henri
Louis Schröter. It shows a calendar view were the color satu-
ration of each cell represents a daily aggregate of the number
of site visits. It also provides pie charts and histograms vi-
sualizing the most visited web sites and the days and hours
were most of the browsing occurs.

Figure 3 shows explr.fm, a visualization of the national
provenance of the artists on a user’s LastFM playlist. It was
created by master’s students Anna Movin, Daniel Molin,
Moa Bergsmark, Tommy Feldt. The application provides an
overview through a choropleth map and a number of targeted
details on demand, including a list of suggestions based on
the existing playlist [http://explr.fm/]. The project
explr.fm was the only winner of the six projects in the cate-
gory people’s choice awards.

4. Experimental Design

The goal of the experiment is to measure the impact on in-
tended learning outcomes (ILOs) of the students in informa-
tion visualization participating at the open student competi-
tion, the C- awards. The instrument to measure the impact

is a pre- and post-survey of the perceived learning outcomes
by the students. We surveyed the students at the point where
they finished presenting the last demo as part of the regular
class and then we surveyed the students after their participa-
tion at the awards.

We deployed a voluntary online survey. We achieved
100% response rate from the students for both the pre-and
the post-surveys. The surveys included Likert scale ques-
tions with open-ended fields for expanding on the answer
and open-ended questions as well. In the results, we present
statistical analysis of the Likert scale questions and we high-
light the results of a focused qualitative analysis of the open-
ended questions.

5. Results

We first determined the number of hours on task for all the
participating students in the course. From the results of the
survey, we establish that each student spend an average of 35
hours on the tasks related to the project from its conception
to the final presentation in front of the class. Then each stu-
dent spent, on average, an additional 25 hours between the
final course presentation and participating at the C-awards,
including the 6 hours at the awards. Participation at the C-
awards granted 20% of the grade, yet the students devoted
40% of their time to this part of the project. When asked
why this is the case, the most common response was that
the competition, the public recognition of winning, the mon-
etary reward, and the risk of humiliating themselves with
poor projects motivated them to push themselves harder.

Figure 4 shows the mean and standard error bars from
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Figure 4: Mean response to the Likert scale questions and standard error bars. The scale goes from 1, completely disagree
to 5, completely agree. The statements are ”the following activity contributed to my learning”: Q1. Creating project 4; Q2.
Presenting the final demo in front of classmates; Q3. The content of the projects from other schools; Q4. Interacting with
audience; Q5. Working on the project between the final demo and the C-Awards; Q6. Preparing the two-page document and
the five-minute video; and Q7. Presenting project 4 at the C-Awards. Q1 and Q2 were pre-survey; Through ANOVA Mulitple
Measures we determine a statistically significant difference at 95% confidence only between Q1 and Q6.

the five-point Likert scale questions deployed to the eigh-
teen students. Q1 and Q2 were part of the pre-survey de-
ployed immediatly after the final in-class presentation. The
other questions were part of the post-survey, deployed imme-
diatly after the C-Awards. The scale goes from 1, completely
disagree to 5, completely agree. The statements are "the fol-
lowing activity contributed to my learning of information vi-
sualization": Q1. Designing and creating project 4; Q2. Pre-
senting the final demo of project 4 in front of your class-
mates; Q3. The content of the projects competing from other
schools; Q4. Interacting with presenters from other schools;
Q5. Working on the project between the final in-class demo
and the C-Awards; Q6. Preparing the two-page document
and the five-minute video for the C-Awards; and Q7. Pre-
senting project 4 at the C-Awards. Through ANOVA Mulit-
ple Measures we determine a statistically significant differ-
ence at 95% confidence only between Q1 and Q6. Therefore,
we can conclude that the creation of the video and two-page
document for the C-Awards was not an effective mechanism
to forward the ILOs in the course. We can also conclude
that the participation at the C-Awards promoted the ILOs
as much as the traditional activities of creating and present-
ing the projects in front of classmates. We expected higher
results from participation at the public competition.

Next, we analyze the response to the open-ended ques-
tions. To the question ”Including the C-Awards, the three
best things about this course are:”, 8/18 students replied
that the C-Awards were among the top three elements of
the course. When asked what they would change about the
course, no one proposed removing the C-Awards. When
asked what they learned from presenting at the C-Awards,
most students highlighted their newly acquired communica-
tion skills.

6. Conclusion and Future Work

We defined Expo-Based Learning (EBL) as constructively
aligning large public presentations with the methodology of
project based learning. From the statistical analysis of the
Likert scale question and the qualitative analysis of the open-
ended questions, we conclude that participating at the open
student competition, the C-Awards, presented several oppor-
tunities to promote the intended learning outcomes of the
course. We interviewed the students asking for their perpec-
tive of the public element of EBL. Our next step is to con-
duct a qualitative analysis of the interview and reflect back
on the results presented here. Through the open-ended ques-
tions we have learned so far that the greatest effect of EBL is
motivating the students to improve their professionalism by
delivering quality results on non-negotiable deadlines with
the added pressure of presenting in front of large audiences.
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Abstract
Fourteen volunteers were asked to participate in an experiment, along with answering a survey, to evaluate the
performance of three peripherals: the Xbox 360 Wired Controller, a keyboard, and the Rock Band Fender Strato-
caster Wired Guitar Controller. The participants played a prototype made in Unity, and their accuracy scores were
analyzed in R using ANOVA. However, no significant quantifiable difference was found based on which peripheral
was being used. The scores were also analyzed using Pearson’s Product-Moment correlation, and we were able
to determine that the variation in accuracy scores was directly linked to the participant’s specific test run in the
experiment. Taking this into consideration along with results of our observational data and participant feedback,
we found that there were more factors at play, in regards to playability and accuracy, than just the input device
itself. The learning effect of repetitive play of the prototype and input devices, the control input scheme, and the
participant’s chosen peripheral manipulation method all had an impact.

Categories and Subject Descriptors(according to ACM CCS): I.3.1 [Computer Graphics]: Hardware Architecture—
Input Devices, K.8.0 [Personal Computing]: General—Games, H.5.2 [Information Interfaces and Presentation
(e.g., HCI)]: User Interfaces—Interaction Styles

1. Introduction

From the NES Zapper forDuck Huntto the Konami Dance
Mat for Dance Dance Revolution Universe, game and in-
teraction designers have been innovating new and creative
ways for people to enjoy playing games. With the popularity
of rhythm music games such asGuitar HeroandRock Band,
new specialized peripherals made for use with these games
have been finding their way into living rooms all over the
world. While talk of Harmonix reviving theRock Bandfran-
chise for the next generations of consoles has recently been
circulating gaming news outlets and conventions, there are
still gamers finding new uses for their aging plastic guitars
until then.

1.1. Related Work

We examined several studies, not only to gain more under-
standing about this field of study, but also to use as inspi-
ration for our own experimental design. Thorpe, Ma, and
Oikonomou [AT11] developed a prototype that accepted
eight different types of peripheral input, focusing specifi-
cally on certain types of devices that can be deemed alterna-
tive, or non-conventional. Their choices in peripherals had

a distinct influence on how their prototype and the desired
control scheme were designed, as play with each of these de-
vices needed to work as equally well as possible. Both quan-
titative and qualitative data was collected and analyzed, eval-
uating the participants’ performance and their subsequent
opinions on the peripherals based on their ease of use, in-
tuitiveness and how they suited the prototype’s game design.
This study had a strong influence on our own experimental
design.

In another study, researchers Natapov, Castellucci and
MacKenzie created a prototype to be used to evaluate the
performance of two peripherals: the Nintendo Classic Con-
troller and the Nintendo Wii Remote, with a mouse as a base-
line condition [NCM09]. The experiment focused on deter-
mining the technical performance of these devices in con-
junction with a Fitts’ point-select task, which involves target
acquisition. Afterward, the participants answered a question-
naire rating the peripherals’ ease of use, perceived accuracy
and smoothness of operation, along with other questions
gauging the comfort involved in interacting with the devices.
While we found the prototype in this study to be more of a
technical test compared to the more game-like prototype de-
sign we wished to implement, we found the research meth-
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ods and the survey wording to also be useful sources of in-
spiration.

1.2. Research Question

The goal of our study is to determine: is there a quantifiable
impact on playability and accuracy due to the use of certain
controllers or peripherals during video game play?

We hypothesize that accuracy scores will be affected by
the choice of peripheral. We also expect a learning effect
through repetitive play that will also affect accuracy. How-
ever, this learning curve will be different dependent on
which peripheral is being used. We also want to examine
how controller mapping and other factors may have had an
impact on these results.

2. Method

2.1. Experimental Design

Our goal was to implement a mixed-methods design ap-
proach to our experiment, where we gather not only quan-
titative data, but also qualitative. We executed an experiment
with a 2 x 3 within-subject design. To counter the learning
factor of repetitive prototype play, we introduced counterbal-
ancing methods focusing on the testing order of each periph-
eral per participant. Permutations of each potential periph-
eral play order were found and assigned to the participants
as equally as possible.

2.2. Experimental Procedure Outline

First, the sections of the questionnaire pertaining to back-
ground information were answered by the participant. Next,
instructions were given describing the peripherals, theirin-
put control schemes, and the prototype gameplay mechanics.
The participant was then allotted time to practice with each
peripheral in a tutorial level. He or she could practice with
all of the devices, or only certain ones of their choosing, for
as long as they required.

First Attempt Block: The participant then played the pro-
totype level with each peripheral in the predetermined or-
der, resulting in the first three runs (Test Runs 1-3), where
accuracy scores were recorded automatically in the proto-
type and/or transcribed by hand. Any pertinent feedback or
comments were written down, along with observations of the
participant’s behavior.

After the first half of testing, the participant was asked if
he or she would like to make use of the tutorial level again
before proceeding to the next attempt block.

Second Attempt Block: The participant then played the
same prototype level again with each peripheral in the same
order as the first attempt block, resulting in the second block
of three runs (Test Runs 4-6), with feedback and observa-
tions transcribed.

After the prototype testing, the participant was then asked
if there was any more feedback they would like to give, es-
pecially in regards to their performance with the peripherals.
The participant then completed the post-experimental evalu-
ation section of the questionnaire.

2.3. Experimental Materials

For our experiment, the participants played the prototype on
a laptop computer. The peripherals used for testing were a
Xbox 360 Wired Controller, a Rock Band Stratocaster Wired
Guitar Controller, and an integrated laptop keyboard.

2.4. Prototype Description and Mechanics

The prototype, made inUnity, features a car moving for-
ward, bound to a four lane highway that is scattered with ob-
stacles and colored, collectable orbs. The player can move
the car in between these lanes using three different control
schemes, dependent on which peripheral is being used.

We wanted a no-fail state in our test level, so collision
with obstacles would only result in a decrease in accuracy
scoring. The accuracy score is calculated by taking the per-
centage of orbs collected with deductions taken for every
obstacle that was not successfully avoided.

Keyboard input is bound to the A, S, D, and F keys. This
scheme was chosen based on the typing home keys for a
standard keyboard, in addition to mimicking a guitar periph-
eral with keys in a row. Controller input is bound to the Left
Trigger, Left Shoulder, Right Shoulder, and Right Trigger
buttons. This scheme was chosen as it is the controller input
scheme inGuitar Hero 3 for alternative non-guitar periph-
eral play. Furthermore, this scheme was a viable equivalent
to the row-oriented button layouts of the keyboard and gui-
tar controllers. Guitar input is bound to the Green, Red, Yel-
low, and Blue buttons. This is the standard guitar peripheral
scheme found in Guitar Hero andRock Bandgames. Par-
ticipants that have never played those games would need to
learn how to use this specialized peripheral, which is why
the tutorial phase of testing was allotted.

Each of these four buttons or keys is assigned to a lane on
the highway, going from left to right. Movement is forced to
an incremental scheme. For example, if the player is in the
first lane and wants to move to the fourth, he or she must
pass through the second and third lanes first. This cannot be
done by simply pressing the key or button assigned to the
fourth lane, so all four keys must be employed to play.

We anticipated a learning effect, not only with the periph-
erals, but the prototype test level as well. However, the cre-
ation of individual levels for each input device would make
it difficult to compare those results with each other. So with
that in mind, we had one level for use throughout the entirety
of testing, and our focus was to determine exactly how much
the learning effect had an impact on the results.
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2.5. Participant Profile and Experiment Questionnaire

We had fourteen volunteers for experimental testing (N =
14), between the ages of 18 and 39. Every participant filled
out a survey in conjunction with experiment testing. Basic
information such as age, gender and weekly gaming habits
was gathered to help form a participant profile. The partici-
pants’ experience with each of the test peripherals was also
inquired. Finally, the participants were asked to rate eachof
the three input devices based on ease of use and intuitive-
ness, in conjunction with their use in the prototype testing.
These were rated on a seven-point Likert scale, where 1 is
“Strongly Agree” and 7 is “Strongly Disagree”.

2.6. Participant Feedback

Participants were encouraged to give feedback after the ex-
periment in regards to their performance and how they felt
while playing the game, if they had not already freely done
so. Rubin describes “Think-Aloud” data, or verbal protocol,
as the participant giving running commentary as they per-
form an usability test [Rub94]. With that in mind, this type
of feedback was strongly encouraged as our experiment had
lots of similarities to and elements of an usability test. The
post-experiment interview questions were intentionally left
very open ended, to avoid leading the responses given. How-
ever, if the participants needed guidance, we instructed them
to discuss how interaction felt with each peripheral. Notes
from this feedback were taken, in a manner as outlined inA
Practical Guide to Usability Testing, focusing both on com-
ments and observed behavior [DR99].

3. Results

3.1. Prototype Accuracy Score Analysis: ANOVA

The ANOVA analysis in R showed that there was no sta-
tistically significant difference between the accuracy scores
based on which peripheral was being used (p = 0.509) nor
based on which peripheral was used in conjunction with the
two attempt blocks (p = 0.782). However, there was a highly
statistically significant difference in scores themselvesbased
on the attempt block (p < 0.001). We decided to analyze
these scores again, focusing more on the multiple test runs
done rather than the peripherals, to determine if there was a
correlation.

3.2. Prototype Accuracy Score Analysis: Pearson’s
Product-Moment Correlation

The analysis of accuracy scores using Pearson’s product-
moment correlation in R showed highly statistically signifi-
cant results (p < 0.001 , r = 0.4901), where the play order had
a positive correlation to the variation in scoring. Summarily,
we can verify that 24 percent (r2 = 0.2401) of the score vari-
ation is explained by the test run order (1-6), regardless of
which peripheral was being used.

The results of the Pearson’s analysis show that there is
a strong learning effect of the test level, resulting in an in-
dependent increase of all accuracy scores towards the end
of testing. This can be visualized further using a scatterplot
graph, where the trend lines show that accuracy scores in-
creased over the course of the six test runs, with all three
peripherals.

Figure 1: Scatterplot of Accuracy Scores Based on Test Run.

3.3. Participant Questionnaire

In regards to which peripheral was easiest to use, participants
rated the guitar scored highest, followed by the keyboard,
with the Xbox controller receiving the lowest scores (respec-
tive median values: 6, 5, 4; respective mean values: 5.5, 4.93,
3.79). Many of the participants reinforced this by remarking
in the post-experiment feedback and interview that they be-
lieved they performed best with the guitar peripheral.

The guitar also scored highest when rated on intuitive-
ness by the participants (median value: 6, mean: 5.14), with
the Xbox controller scores drastically lower in comparison
(median value: 1.5, mean: 2.71). Upon use of the Xbox con-
troller, the majority of participants immediately commented
that it was the hardest to use out of the three peripherals or
specifically that it had a very difficult control scheme.

3.4. Participant Observation and Feedback

No participants were “corrected” if they were using the de-
vice a certain way, even if it can be assumed that there is an
intended method by design, and were allowed to use them
in whatever manner felt the most comfortable. As a result,
there were several instances where unique interaction meth-
ods were utilized during testing, as it was felt to be easier
to manipulate the input device with a specific, unexpected
technique.

The prototype’s keyboard control scheme made use of the
A, S, D, F keys, which can be done with the four fingers of
the left hand, from pinky to index. However, we found that
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Figure 2: Observed Keyboard Interaction Methods.

certain participants felt more comfortable using their right
hand. Another employed a two-handed approach, using two
fingers from each hand to press the keys, resulting in rel-
atively high scores on that device. Finally, one participant
chose to only use three fingers, resting them on the standard
movement keys of A, S, and D, found in many games, and
shifting to the right when the F key is needed. Unsurpris-
ingly, this participant felt that this was a very difficult way
to play.

Figure 3: Observed XBox Controller Interaction Methods.

The Xbox controller, as discussed in the previous section,
was deemed the most difficult to use, according to the major-
ity of the feedback we received. Interestingly, we found that
one participant had initially tried using this peripheral with
only two fingers, interacting with both the shoulder and trig-
ger buttons by shifting finger position when needed. They
discovered through testing that this method was very diffi-
cult and slowed their reaction time. The participant then re-
marked that when they switched to using four fingers, with
one on each of the controller buttons instead, their perfor-
mance noticeably improved.

Figure 4: Observed Guitar Controller Interaction Methods.

The guitar peripheral has the most distinctive of interac-
tion and construction designs, as it is intended to mimic an
actual musical instrument. However, one participant specif-
ically avoided holding the device like a guitar, rather opt-
ing to lay it flat on the table so that they could interact with

it like a keyboard. Another participant initially tried using
the peripheral the intended way, then chose to reposition the
device, interacting with the neck buttons while using two
hands. The participant felt that this position was more com-
fortable, and subsequently felt that they had improved per-
formance because of it.

We have found that the way in which the participants
physically interacted with the peripheral had an impact on
the participant’s perceptions of the input device, potentially
affecting their opinions on their playability.

4. Conclusions

The goal of our study was to determine if the choice of pe-
ripheral has an affect on accuracy and playability. We hy-
pothesized that the peripheral would have an impact, but our
results showed otherwise. We are unable to make a defini-
tive conclusion in regards to accuracy based on which pe-
ripheral was used, as the results from our ANOVA analysis
show no significant difference between those scores. On the
other hand, we were able to show a positive correlation be-
tween accuracy scores based on which test run, out of six, the
participant was playing, regardless of which peripheral was
being used. Through this data, we have determined that the
participants were able to improve their scores through repet-
itive play, even with counterbalancing measures imposed,
and that practice with the peripheral and level memorization
had a stronger impact on accuracy scoring.

The results of the post-experiment questionnaire showed
that the participants felt that the guitar was the easiest touse
and most intuitive, in comparison to the keyboard and the
Xbox controller. According to the interview feedback, the
Xbox controller was the most difficult to use mainly due
to its input control scheme. Finally and most interestingly,
we found that the intended use and design of a peripheral
has no bearing at times with how it actually shall be used
by the player. In conclusion, our results show that the entire
interaction experience, consisting of peripherals, theirinput
schemes, manipulation techniques, and how they’re all used
in tandem with a game’s design, work together to influence
how well a player performs and how playable it feels as a
whole.
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Abstract
We present an early exploration of in-game advertising for virtual reality games. First, we establish a theoretical
grounding for understanding interactivity and immersion in virtual reality games. Next, we report the results of a
number of field studies, expert interviews, prototype designs, and describe the design of a pilot user study. Based
on these results, we discuss the design of interactivity and immersion for in-game advertising and the impacts on
consumer learning and game experience.

Categories and Subject Descriptors (according to ACM CCS): I.3.7 [Computer Graphics]: Three-Dimensional
Graphics and Realism—Virtual reality

1. Introduction

Interactive 3D advertising has been receiving increasing at-
tention and may soon become mainstream. By utilizing in-
teractions and 3D graphics, advertisers are able to produce
highly engaging and effective digital advertisements. Virtual
reality, with its recent consumer-level device development,
enables the interactivity and immersion of 3D graphics to
be lifted to a new level. Among various types of digital ad-
vertising, in-game advertising stands out for its interactivity
and immersion, which correspond to the two salient charac-
teristics brought by virtual reality. We’re set out to study in-
game advertising for virtual reality games due to the shared
attributes of virtual reality and games: interactivity and im-
mersion.

Previous researches have studied the influence of interac-
tivity on advertising [LS02] as well as the impact of ’me-
dia richness’, a major antecedent of presence [LDB02]. Yet,
the correlation between interactivity, immersion and sense
of presence in digital advertisements is still uncharted. User
experience of 3D graphics systems [YLO08] and gamers’ re-
sponse of in-game advertising [NKY04] have also been ex-
plored. Nevertheless, a comprehensive research framework
covering both effectiveness measures and experiential met-
rics of in-game advertising remains missing. To fill those
gaps and further explore in-game advertising in virtual re-
ality games, we investigate the impact of interactivity and

immersion of in-game advertising on consumer learning and
game experience.

2. Research Framework

The study employs the measure of game experience, and
three measures of the marketing effectiveness: product
knowledge, brand attitude and purchase intention.

The effectiveness of 3D advertising refers to its ef-
fects on consumer learning, which can be measured by
product knowledge, brand attitude, and purchase intention
(e.g. [LDB02]. Interactivity is identified as one of the ma-
jor factors influencing the effectiveness of interactive ad-
vertising, especially in virtual environments, with the sense
of presence acting the mediating role (e.g. [LSD01, SL05]).
According to Ryan [Rya99], immersion is the other main an-
tecedent of presence beside interactivity. Studies also show
that the sense of presence influences the gameplay experi-
ence (e.g. [Raa12]).

We establish a research framework, as can be seen in
Figure 1, where interactivity and immersion act together to
arouse a sense of presence, which further impacts the ef-
fectiveness of advertising as well as the game experience.
In addition, since game experience involves game players’
sensations, thoughts, feelings and actions [Raa12], we argue
that it might (partially) mediate the effects of presence on
the three effectiveness measures.
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Figure 1: Research Framework

3. Field Research

The field research aims at informing the research through
collecting information from academic researchers and indus-
trial experts in the field of in-game advertising, virtual reality
and human-computer interaction. We interviewed five peo-
ple. Each interview lasted approximately 30 minutes. We
collected data through noting and recording, and we ana-
lyzed the interview data through transcribing, coding and
thematic analysis.

In general, interviewees held positive attitude towards in-
game advertising for its potential to achieve interactivity and
immersion compared to advertisements in TV or movies.
They also shared the opinion that in-game advertising has
the risk of hindering game experience, confirming the im-
portance of taking the game experience into account when
measuring the performance of advertising. A consensus was
made among interviewees that thematic congruity between
game and advertisements is crucial for game experience.

Regarding interactivity of in-game advertisements, inter-
viewees shared the concern that interaction with advertise-
ments may distract players from the game. However, one of
the interviewees pointed out that this concern could be re-
solved by integrating the advertisements as part of the game.
These findings threw light upon the prototype design in the
following step.

Most interviewees were in favor of the application of vir-
tual reality in media production due to its capabilities of en-
hancing interactivity, immersion and eventually the holistic
experience. One of them also shared the perspective that pos-
itive game experience might have positive effects on gamers’
attitude towards the advertised product, supporting the as-
sumption in the research framework that game experience
could influence consumer learning.

4. Prototype Design

We used a web-based virtual reality game called TRIF as the
basis of the prototype. By controlling the two independent
variables - interactivity and immersion, we designed four
types of in-game advertisements, corresponding to four ver-
sions of prototypes. The four types of product placements
are shown in Figure 2.

Figure 2: Two Dimensions Categorizing Prototypes into
Four Types

Gamers play the game with mobile phones and Google
Cardboards, which track the movement of their heads and
switch the views accordingly in the game. A handled con-
troller is used to drive the flight. Players follow a certain
path in the game to collect power-ups, which are branded in
certain prototypes. Along the path, they will be exposed to
in-game advertisements.

5. User Study Design

A series of laboratory experiments will be conducted using
between subjects design where participants are randomly di-
vided into four groups, each group exposed to one type of
the advertisements in the game. Participants will be chosen
from virtual reality enthusiasts (game players, developers,
researchers, and students) in Stockholm, since their prior
knowledge helps alleviate the novelty effect of virtual real-
ity and they tend to be early-adopters of future virtual reality
games as well as the advertisements within.

The experiments will be set up with Moggles (counter-
parts of Google Cardboards) and smartphones with scree
size from 4’ to 5.7’. Moggles is chosen instead of Oculus
Rift due to the fact that Moggles can be easily set up with
smartphones enabling simultaneous execution of multiple
experiments.

Participants will be welcomed with an introduction to the
experiment procedures, followed by a training session where
they play with ad-free version of TRIF for 5 minutes. Then,
the experiment session will start and last for 10 minutes,
followed by an individual questionnaire containing seman-
tic differential and Likert-scale items, and a semi-structured
group interview. The questionnaire aims to measure the de-
pendent variables for the study, including sense of presence,
product knowledge, brand attitude, purchase intention and
game experience.
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6. Future Work

In the current study, immersion is defined as sensory fi-
delity and operationalized as audiovisual effects in the ex-
periments. Nevertheless, the definition of immersion varies
among previous researches, and is confounded with sense
of presence in some cases. A comprehensive or united def-
inition of immersion awaits further investigation, in light of
which the study on virtual gaming environments would pos-
sess more solid foundation.

In this research, the interaction with advertisements in
the game is achieved by either looking at the billboards or
collecting branded power-ups as response of head tracking
and hand control. Since alternatives abound, further research
might explore more interaction techniques among which eye
tracking and haptic interfaces are of interest. As well, higher
level of brand integration in the game will be explored which
is expected to be more native and player-friendly.
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Abstract
In this paper a dynamic image representation is proposed by combining advantages of both raster and vector
graphics in the triangulation. In order for a dynamic mesh to remain a triangulation, a method which maintains
integrity of representation is devised. Together with techniques for synthesizing paint, the end result is a config-
urable scheme demonstrating potential as a viable alternative for digital painting and imaging in general.

Categories and Subject Descriptors (according to ACM CCS): I.3.3 [Computer Graphics]: Picture/Image
Generation—Line and curve generation

1. Introduction

In image editing there are two main types of representa-
tion: raster graphics and vector graphics. In the field of dig-
ital imaging, what in recent years has commonly been re-
searched are sophisticated methods for simulating traditional
painting media [VLVR05, BWL04,DKI∗12]. In these cases,
crucially the representations are all built on top of a pixel
or a vector graphics framework. For example, in an algo-
rithm for watercolor developed at Adobe, the paint goes
from “watery” polygon shapes to “dried” texture buffers but
is still fundamentally a composite of raster and vector graph-
ics [DKI∗12]. In a different approach, Orzan et al. generate
graphics using heat diffusion and vector curves but the un-
derlying elements lack the appealing neighborhood charac-
teristic of the pixel raster [OBB∗13].

In this paper, a representation for image editing and paint
synthesis will be presented which combines appealing char-
acteristics of both raster and vector graphics in the tri-
angulation. While the analogous nature between the pixel
raster and the 2D triangulation has been recognized in ear-
lier work [SP07], the focus of this paper will be to extend
the triangulation as a representation for dynamic imaging.
This will be done by deploying a triangulation method for
maintaining integrity of representation during spatial trans-
formation. With emphasis on robustness, this method solves
the 2D analogue to the topological problem of handling
multi-material surface tracking recently treated by Da et
al. [DBG14]. Also, as part of paint synthesis, a method will
be presented which can be seen as a 2D analogue to Petters-
son’s continuous tessellation of 3D meshes [Pet14]. Finally,

techniques for contour blending and smoothing will be de-
scribed, enabling for unique modes of digital imaging.

2. Edge preserving triangulation

2.1. The triangulation

A 2D triangulation is a straight-line graph subdividing the
plane into triangles with no edge crossing another [dB-
vKOS00]. Importantly, the triangulation shares the basic ge-
ometric abstraction capabilities of vector graphics as well
as the neighborhood characteristics of raster graphics. Any
polygon can be triangulated [dBvKOS00, p. 46] and be-
come a subset of some larger triangulation; also, it is the
case that the triangulation subdivides the plane just like the
pixel raster except with arbitrary triangles instead of identi-
cal squares. This combination of properties is the motivation
for making the triangulation the representation structure of
this discourse, with color being an attribute of the triangle
faces. We define a contour edge as an edge where the two
triangle faces adjacent to the edge have sufficiently discern-
ing colors (such as precisely undetectable by the eye, deter-
mined by some distance measure). A contour is a path of
contour edges.

2.2. The problem of movement

Moving a vertex of a triangulation generally violates the
planar condition of no edge intersecting another. In order
to maintain a triangulation there need to be topological
changes [AWY04], primarily in the way of rearrangement of
edges. In general this problem can be solved in any number
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of ways, but for our purposes there are some specific require-
ments that need to be met: we maintain that the only impor-
tant element is contour and also that any composition of con-
tour should be a possible end state. These two aspects mo-
tivates the approach for a triangulation method taken here,
called edge preserving triangulation (EPT).

We will devise an algorithm which analytically deter-
mines the topological changes needed to rectify the dis-
rupted state caused by moving a vertex to a new position.
The approach can be explained by imagining the vertex trav-
eling along the line from the original position to the new
position. On this travel line there will be points of discrete
events [Meh04] where the planar condition is violated. Vi-
olations are resolved in the order they appear on the travel
line by “flipping” [dBvKOS00] edges (see Figure 1), where
at each flip, the color attributes are also reassigned so as to
preserve contour. By this process, a triangulation is progres-
sively ensured along the travel line until the new vertex po-
sition is reached. See Figure 1.

Figure 1: An example of the EPT algorithm. The flipped
edge is shown as a dashed line in the old color.

2.3. Terminology and assumptions

The algorithm assumes a double-connected edge list
(DCEL) data structure [dBvKOS00] where the sign of the
determinant of two edges of a triangle determines the ori-
entation and direction of traversal. A triangulation contains
only positive triangles. Depending on whether the determi-
nant is strictly positive or non-negative we will say that a
triangle is positive or non-negative respectively.

We will call the set of triangles incident to some vertex the
star [Rot88] of the vertex and a triangle belonging to the star
will be called a star triangle. The hull of a star of a vertex
is the union of those edges of the star triangles not incident
to the vertex; the hull edge of a star triangle is the edge of
the triangle which intersects the hull; the hull line is the line
which extends some hull edge infinitely in both directions.
In the context of two star triangles we will say that their hull
is convex, concave or flat referring to the angle between the
two hull edges of the triangles.

Let T be a triangulation of the point set P. Let the input
v be a vertex of T with the position p0, and let the input p1
be the position where v is to be moved. We assume that p1
is in the interior of the convex hull of P. For the time being
we will also assume that p1 /∈ P, that is, the vertex is never
moved so that it overlaps another.

Let us define the line segment

P : p(t) = p0 + t(p1− p0), t ∈ [0,1]

where we observe that p(0) = p0 and p(1) = p1. Let us also
associate the position of v with p(t) so that t decides the state
of the mesh where v is moving along P.

2.4. Finding critical points

Moving a vertex of T generally results in one or more planar
violations, which is to say, a star triangle being non-positive.
We assert without proof that moving a vertex always results
in at least one positive star triangle. Since all star triangles
of v are assumed to be positive at t = 0, we have that if some
star triangle A is non-positive at t = 1 there must exist some
te ∈ [0,1] when A is zero and the planar violation occurs.
Finding te can be reduced to the task of determining when P
intersects the hull line of A. This is expressed in the equation

te = 1−
x[hb−ha]y[p1−ha]− y[hb−ha]x[p1−ha]

x[hb−ha]y[p1−p0]− y[hb−ha]x[p1−p0]
(1)

where ha and hb are the incident vertices of the hull edge of
A and x and y is the scalar components of the vector denoted
in the index.

Let E be the set of tuples of all non-positive star triangles
of v with the corresponding value te. We will call E the set
of violation events. Let E′ be the subset of E containing the
violation events with the smallest value te, denoted by t′e.
E′ may contain several violation events since these may be
simultaneously occurring. We have that p(t′e) represents the
mesh state when all star triangles are either positive or zero.

2.5. Resolving planar violations

In the violation event of A there are three ways the hull
edge of A can be located in relation to the half-planes [dB-
vKOS00] defined by the travel line: the hull edge is on the
left half-plane, on the right half-plane, or both. We will call
violation events corresponding to these cases, respectively,
a left event, a right event, or a middle event. These are all
resolved by flipping.

2.5.1. The middle event

A planar violation of a middle event, occurring at t′e, is re-
solved by flipping the intersected hull edge, resulting in two
new star triangles. Any of the two triangles may be non-
positive at t = 1. We assert that the violation events asso-
ciated with such a triangle must occur at some te larger than
t′e.

2.5.2. The left and right events

Let A′ be a triangle of some left event in E′ – the right event
is (mostly) symmetrical. We know that the hull edge of A′

and the star triangle B′ left-adjacent to A′ is always non-
concave. If it was concave, the hull line of B′ would need to
have been intersected by P at some earlier t, which contra-
dicts the minimality of t′e. Given that the hull of A′ and B′
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resolves the planar vio-
lation of A; importantly, the resulting non-star triangle will
be positive. We assert without proof that if, as a result, the
new star triangle violates the planar condition at t = 1, the
violation occurs at some te greater than t′e.

A degenerate case occurs when the hull of A′ and B′ is
flat. Then B′ is also associated with a left event for which
the planar violation needs to be resolved before the viola-
tion of A′ can be resolved. B′ could in turn also have a left
adjacent star triangle C′ for which again the hull of B′ and
C′ is flat, and this could go on. See Figure 2. But as previ-
ously asserted we know that a star always has at least one
positive triangle, which means that in the chain of flat hulls
there must exist a triangle Ω

′ sharing a convex hull with an
adjacent left triangle, which means that the planar violation
of Ω

′ can be resolved by a flip, whereupon the entire chain
can be resolved.

Figure 2: Stages of a degenerate violation event.

2.5.3. Termination

Once all planar violations of E′ have been resolved, p(t′e)
represents a triangulated state. We can therefore imagine set-
ting p0 := p(t′e) and regarding the travel line distance as a
bound function. The algorithm terminates when E is empty.

2.6. Implementation considerations

In an implementation it cannot be assumed as we did ear-
lier that p1 /∈ P. The case when p1 ∈ P needs to be checked
for continuously and is resolved by removing and re-linking
pairs of triangles in the DCEL. Vertices moved outside of
the hull or on its boundary need also be taken into special
consideration. Finally, the color of the triangle faces need to
be reassigned as seen in Figure 1. It turns out that the reas-
signment logic only has to adapt for each type of violation
event for it to be consistent.

2.7. Properties

The following are noteworthy properties of the EPT algo-
rithm.

• By minimal disruption to topology, contour is well-
preserved. See Figure 4.
• Any triangulation is a possible end state of the algorithm.
• Any linear motion of a vertex can be collapsed into one

execution of the algorithm.
• The algorithm can be made robust, avoiding round-off er-

rors potentially leading to a corrupted state of the mesh.

3. Paint synthesis

3.1. Refraction

A method for introducing geometric detail in the triangula-
tion is the insertion of an extra vertex in the middle of con-
tour edges that are above a certain threshold length. We will
call this method refraction. Refraction (together with EPT)
produces smooth contours, particularly during simple spa-
tial transformations such as rotation or movements induced
by strokes with a pointing device. See Figure 4.

3.2. Contour blending

To achieve contour blending we consider color exchange be-
tween two triangles adjacent to a contour edge. To avoid col-
oring of long-spanning triangles when blending over a con-
tour edge a simple method is to split the triangle at one of the
other two edges at some maximum depth length. See Fig-
ure 3.

Figure 3: Contour blending produces a mesh of triangles.

3.3. Smoothing

It is possible to do smoothing on a region of the triangula-
tion with a simple rule: for each vertex, calculate the average
of the vectors of all contour edges and apply it as a trans-
lation vector for the vertex. When iteratively applying this
rule, curve geometry is accentuated. See Figure 4.

Figure 4: A graphic and a smoothed version of it.

4. Discussion

4.1. Performance

Proof of concept software was developed to produce the
results presented in this paper and was tested on a laptop
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computer with a 1.86GHz Intel Core2Duo and an Intel inte-
grated graphics card. Graphics rendering was performed on
the GPU using OpenGL while other methods such as EPT
were performed on the CPU in C++ code. With reasonable
brush sizes, real time speed was possible with operations
such as contour blending and smoothing with the smallest
triangles being roughly the size of the pixels of the screen
raster. Tests suggest that the EPT algorithm is the main per-
formance bottleneck, where the computation times are pro-
portional to the number of vertices processed and the length
of their movement vectors. Since the algorithm relies heavily
on vector calculations potentially a lot of performance gains
can be made with parallel processing on the GPU.

4.2. Characteristics

The markedly special property of the triangulation as struc-
ture for image representation is that of contours and their
spatial relationship being integral to the structure. This
should be contrasted to raster graphics where the geometry
is approximated by a grid, and vector graphics where the ge-
ometry is free but elements lack spatial relationship in terms
of neighborhood. The implications of this type of integral
representation is epitomized by the smoothing rule: struc-
tures can be accentuated because the total geometry is de-
fined immediately in the triangulation with minimal compro-
mise and redundancy. The possibilities of such rules reach
beyond what has been presented here.

4.3. Future work

Currently EPT is used in research on decimating triangula-
tion meshes in conjunction with edge-preserving filtering of
images of hand-written text. The resulting meshes capture
semantic content related to edge structure. See Figure 5.

Figure 5: EPT can be used in mesh decimation.

5. Conclusion

The triangulation proves viable as a structure for dynamic
representation by combining the idea of the neighborhood
of raster graphics and the idea of geometric abstraction of
vector graphics. In order to maintain a triangulation dur-
ing transformations, a triangulation method is needed. The
edge preserving triangulation (EPT) algorithm analytically

determines required topological changes that preserve con-
tour. On top of this, methods for producing geometric detail
and blending of contour can be applied along rules such as
smoothing for accentuating certain aspects of geometry.

The software performs in real time for image transfor-
mations of high detail and also shows potential for further
improvements in this regard. Integral representation of to-
tal geometry shows promise in providing new types of im-
age transformations. EPT has also recently shown potential
as a tool for image processing in decimating triangulation
meshes.
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Figure 1: Several steps of a simulation, showing insignificant cells (black areas) being culled from the simulation.

Abstract

A fluid simulation suitable for use in real-time virtual environments running at interactive frame rates has the

potential to greatly improve the quality of the virtual environments it is used in. To this end we present a method

suitable for use in real-time grid-based fluid simulation that considerably reduces the amount of data being pro-

cessed at each simulation step by removing unused cells from the simulation grid.

Categories and Subject Descriptors (according to ACM CCS): I.3.7 [Computer Graphics]: Three-Dimensional
Graphics and Realism—Animation; I.6.8 [Simulation and Modeling]: Types of Simulation—Visual

1. Introduction

Fluid simulation is a major research area in modern com-
puter graphics. Most existing methods focus on offline sim-
ulations, where the quality is more important than the speed
of the simulation. However, growing demand from the video
games industry and interactive media has shifted attention to
real-time fluid simulation methods.

Traditionally the methods to simulate fluids for real-time
applications can be distinguished into two main categories:
Eulerian methods, which are based on the calculation over a
discretised simulation space and Lagrangian methods, which
are particle-based.

In this work we are focusing on Eulerian-based methods,

† first-author of this submission is a student

which are more traditionally researched and which simplify
the obtaining of effects such as compressibility of the flu-
ids and diffusion. At the core of Eulerian methods is a fixed
space subdivided by a regular grid where the parameters
of the fluid (density, velocity, etc.) are calculated per cell,
where one needs to find a balance between the quality of
the simulation and the resolution of the grid. To increase the
performance of fluid simulations based on a regular grid, we
are proposing to isolate the cells that contain dynamically
changing information and perform the simulation only on
these cells.

The main contributions of this work are:

1. A description of the steps to reduce the number of ac-
tive cells in the simulation that results in more efficient
calculations;

2. An explanation of simple queries preceding the simu-
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lation step that update the additional cells’ information
throughout the grid as the simulation progresses (Fig-
ure 1).

2. Background

There exist a number of physically-based approaches for
fluid simulation. Compared to the popular Langrangian ap-
proaches to fluid simulation, an example of which is the re-
cent discussion of Smoothed Particle Hydrodynamics (SPH)
by Ihmsen et al. [IOS∗14], the body of work related to
grid-based approaches is relatively small, possibly because
the overall quality of results achieved using particle-based
approaches is higher. The grid-based Eulerian approach as
presented by Stam [Sta03], however, lends itself particu-
larly well to real-time simulation, as the fixed size of grid
cells greatly simplifies the simulation step. This also simpli-
fies the implementation of such simulations as GPU shaders
[CLT07].

In grid-based fluid simulations a regular grid of a fixed
size enclosing the simulation area is used. In this grid each
cell is used to store the fluid parameters (such as velocity,
density and temperature) for that particular point in space.
At setup of the simulation, the grid cells are initialized to
hold the initial values for the fluid parameters, and at each
simulation step, changes to the cells will be calculated using
the Navier-Stokes equations [Sta03].

For incompressible fluids, adaptive structures are used.
Thus, Irving et al. [IGLF06] combine the cells of the simula-
tion into tall slabs to increase efficiency and decrease mem-
ory consumption. A similar idea was used by Chentanez et
al. [CM11] for water simulation on a large scale. However,
the type of adaptive grid structure employed by these ap-
proaches may not be ideal for use in real-time fluid simula-
tion, as Kallin [Kal09] suggests that a dynamically changing
adaptive grid might be too computationally expensive.

For compressible fluids and smoke simulation, however,
these methods are not truly suitable because of the density
parameters that must be considered.

3. Method Description

Our method is based on the real-time grid-based approach
presented by Stam [Sta03]. For simplicity, we present this
in 2D rather than 3D, but the method itself can easily be
extended to 3D.

A fluid is modelled as a velocity vector field and density
scalar field which are described by Navier-Stokes equations:

∂u

∂t
=−(u×∇)u+ v∇2

u+ f

∂p

∂t
=−(u×∇)p+ k∇2

p+S

Figure 2: Cells with active surface/participation flag (black

dots) denoting the simulation area, and boundary cells (dark

blue outlines).

Within the data structure, grid cells contain the parameters
of the fluid, such as density, pressure, and so on. We extend
the data structure for grid cells by a single flag that states
whether the given cell should be simulated at the given mo-
ment or whether the parameters have to be propagated from
neighbouring cells. This is used as an area marker that is
set for meaningful cells, i.e. those cells of the grid that con-
tribute to the current time step, which allows the cells that
do not contribute at all to be removed from the simulation.
The grid size itself is not affected by this and by essentially
putting aside the non-required cells, allowing the currently
unused grid cells to be returned to the simulation at a later
time (Figure 1), we avoid the overhead that would be caused
by dynamically growing or shrinking the grid. Through an
inexpensive look-up this single flag allows us to quickly re-
trieve information regarding the areas where the simulation
actually takes place on the current frame. This in turn allows,
for example, an efficient calculation of the current bounding
box for the simulation.

To improve the simulation’s efficiency, we perform two
additional queries before each simulation step.

• On the first step we find which cells from the given reg-
ular grid participate in the simulation, for example those
that carry non-zero (within a given precision) density pa-
rameters of fluid. The boundary of the grid allows us to
find the bounding volume of the simulation and to process
only neighbouring cells of cells isolated on the boundary
during the next step of the simulation (Figure 1).

• On the second step we find the cells inside the simulation
area that have identical or similar (within the given preci-
sion) parameters. Formally for two cells with velocities u1

and u2 and densities p1 and p2 respectively this similarity
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can be defined as:

|1−u1 ·u2|< εu

|p1 − p2|< εp

Here by εu and εp we denote tolerance parameters which
define similarity. Also we assume that velocity vectors are
stored as normalised.
This essentially allows us to restrict the areas for which
the full simulation is required only to the boundary cells
and to use the values from the boundary cells for the inte-
rior cells (Figure 2).

Finally we calculate the simulation step and update the sur-
face flag in cells that become relevant (gain fluid) or lose
relevance (no longer contain fluid) to the simulation. The
very same step allows us to identify the areas with similar
(within the given precision) parameters to set the participa-
tion flag for the next simulation step. Note that by varying
precision we can obtain larger areas with similar parameters
and therefore increase the efficiency of the simulation.

Initial results for two simulations using a 400x400 grid
and running on a 64bit Linux machine with 8GB Ram and an
Intel Xeon E5-1650 CPU – the first simulation implement-
ing a conventional grid-based fluid simulation, the second
adding our improvements to this simulation – showed that
in the worst case (all grid cells contributing to the simula-
tion) the performance of our method was no worse than the
conventional simulation, fluctuating between 5 and 7 frames
per second. In the best case (low velocity fluid, meaning that
many cells could be culled) our method allowed the sim-
ulation to run about 60 times faster (445 to 440 frames per
second), while on average running around 9 times faster than
the conventional case (fluctuating between 45 and 60 frames
per second). The same set of simulations running on a 64bit
Windows machine with 4GB RAM and an Intel Core i5-
2450M CPU achieved a similar performance, with the con-
ventional case as well as our method’s worst case achiev-
ing on average 4.5 frames per second. In the best case our
method achieved frame rates fluctuating between 248 and
288 frames per second, while on average framerates fluctu-
ated between 24 and 57 frames per second.

4. Discussion and Future Work

As the evaluation of the surface/participation flag for each
cell effectively culls cells that do not contribute to the simu-
lation, in simulations where the fluid does not fill all of the
simulation space there is a noticeable improvement that our
method achieves in terms of processing time, when com-
pared to existing methods. The worst case, i.e. when the
fluid extends to the complete simulation area and all grid
cells contribute to the simulation, meaning that the addi-
tional queries would have no effect and no longer need to
be performed, our method achieves a similar performance to
existing methods.

There are further improvements that we have not yet im-
plemented. These are mainly related to which grid cells can
be removed from the simulation while maintaining overall
fidelity of the simulation. One has to find the best balance
between speed and precision to determine setting of our sim-
ulation flag. Finding the proper balance for different cases is
an area for further research.
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Abstract
We present Tidebanan (Time Way), an interactive visualization of the history of the metro system of Stockholm
from 1949 to 2014 that includes a projection to 2025. The analytics tool visually correlates the growth of the
metro system with the changing demographic density of Stockholm. Interestingly, we discover patterns of density
decrease in central Stockholm as new metro lines open, in particular the southern red and northern blue lines
in the 1970s. In fact, central Stockholm has never been as dense as it was in 1949, a surprising fact that is
visually salient in our application. This paper presents the design process, architecture, data models and sources,
interactive visual structures, and visual analytic trails discovered through Tidebanan.

Categories and Subject Descriptors (according to ACM CCS): H.5.2 [INFORMATION INTERFACES AND PRE-
SENTATION]: User Interfaces—Graphical user interfaces (GUI)

1. Introduction

Since its inauguration, the first subway line has molded the
availability of different living areas around Stockholm. Tide-
banan is a web-based visualization tool that shows the ex-
pansion of Stockholm’s subway system from the year 1950
to 2025 in relation to the population growth of Stockholm’s
parishes (see Figure 1). At the moment, there are three filters.
One filter allows the user to toggle the geographical map of
Stockholm. The next one ”Befolkning” shows the change in
population in Stockholm’s parishes as well as its bordering
municipalities compared to 1950. The legend shows the val-
ues of the interval. The final filter shows population density
of the these parishes and municipalities. By sliding the but-
ton on the timeline, one can move through time and see how
the subway system as well as Stockholm’s population has
changed. One can also press on the ”Play” button and the
visualization automatically transitions through each year.

The motivation to create transport system visualizations is
not new. Hughes provides a substantial review of the work in
visualizing transport systems in geographic information sys-
tems and virtual environments that users can navigate in first
person perspective and in real time [CVKA11, H04, H08,
RMC04]. Tidebanan is similar to many of the systems pre-
sented there, with significant technical advancements. Pri-
marily, it is a complete web-based application that runs on
the browser, allowing for seamless cross platform operation.

Furthermore, the interactive visual structure of Tidebanan
are a general framework onto which the data layers can be
readily plugged in.

2. System Architecture

Tidebanan is a web-based application created in HTML and
CSS frameworks. We used D3.js for subway animations, leg-
ends, and the choropleth map [BOH11]. We used JQuery for
computational operations. Finally, we constructed the frame-
work coupling the modules through javascript. We imported
population data from Sweco, both present and future pro-
jections. We did not employ data query APIs for the current
version of the project. Everything is done by hand, with the
help of some libraries such as D3.js and jquery. The data for
geographical area of the municipalities is from Wikipedia.
For the computation of density, we only account for land
area, not water, giving a more accurate people per livable
space measurement. We map subway real-world coordinates
into the visualization’s coordinates. The visual structures of
Tidebanan include a geographical map, a political map, a
network structure accurately located on top of the geograph-
ical map, meta-layers of information represented through the
colors of a choropleth map, and meta-layer information cur-
rently displaying details on demand for the individual metro
stations, including history and past and present images. The
view transformations include: spatial and semantic zooming,
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Figure 1: Tidebanan: an interactive visualization of the history of the metro system of Stockholm from 1949 to 2014 that
includes a projection to 2025. The upper left corner of the main window shows the legend, next to it the year 2015. The
blue timeline at the bottom also shows the year 2015. The choropleth mal shows the population density of the parishes in
Stockholm for the year 2015. The geographical location and identifying color of the metro lines are overlaid on the map. A
gray geographical map of the city is underlaid beneath the map, highlighting the bodies of water around Stockholm. To the
right of the map there is an information box where metadata about filtered objects in the map can be presented to the user.
In this case, it is presenting information about the central station of Stockholm, T-Centralen. The user can zoom spatially
and semantically over the map, translate, toggle information layers on and off, selected the temporal window of view, and
index to details on demand regarding the individual metro stations. For a video figure of the Tidebanan, please follow the link
https://youtu.be/XMetDQAYuX4.

panning, time travel, filtering, details on demand (clicking,
hovering), real-world mapping, and selective fading.

3. Visual Analytics

Figure 2 visualizes a visual analytic trail of the evolution
of Stockholm’s demographics as a function of the grow-
ing metro system. Surprisingly, the population density in the
center of the city is highest in 1949. When analyzed together
with the growing transportation networks of the metro sys-
tem, it is apparent that mobility allowed people to live fur-
ther away from downtown. Interestingly, the migration pat-
tern continues to increase dramatically farther away from the
center, including the projection to 2025 on the far right.

While these insights are significant, they are limited by
the layers of information the model contains. Tidebanan

presents an infrastructure that is flexible for the importing
of other data types and the creation of multiple layers. Cur-
rently, the application includes historical images and infor-
mation about each metro station. The metalayer informa-
tion of the visualization can grow to include real-time in-
formation of traffic patterns that incorporate the bus, train,
and tram systems, allowing the command and control of
the transportation of a major metropolitan area in managing
crises as they occur, for example.

4. Evaluation

We collected hands-on feedback from the director of the
Transportation Museum in Stockholm who praised the tool
for its existing affordances in opening windows of histori-
cal exploration. For him, the future of the application should
include more data layers, more opportunities for commu-
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Figure 2: Analytic trail of the relationship between new metro lines and migration patterns. The first row visualizes population
density with darker colors representing higher densities. The second row visualizes population migration in number of indi-
viduals. Blue represent emigration and red represents immigration in the city regions with darker shades representing higher
migration numbers . The columns visualize the years 1949, 1969, 1989, and the projection to 2025. In each column we see the
effects of new metro lines opening to the public. The fourth column shows the projected effects of two lines that will open before
2025. Interestingly, the highest density the center of Stockholm registered is in 1949.

nication and instruction through the tool to groups of high
school students, for example, and greater hypothetical test-
ing abilities to execute simulation scenarios. The goal for the
museum is to convey the complexities of the modern urban
transportation system as a fun and didactic experience for
the different group ages of visitors.

5. Conclusion and Future Work

We have presented Tidebanan, a visualization of the history
of the metro system of Stockholm visually correlated to the
population density of the city. Tidebanan has the potential
to show more layers of analysis. With the use of data query
APIs, we can readily import other data types. We can build
filters of income, education centers, job opportunities, prices
per square meter of housing, as well as additional transporta-
tion lines such as buses and commuter trains. These filters
would provide an even richer source of insight. It would
be instrumental for city planners, researchers and people
searching for where to make a good investment in housing.
It also has the potential to be an educational tool for students
and history enthusiasts.
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Abstract

In this paper, we present a work-in-progress towards a perceptual study concerning male and female first im-
pressions of male virtual faces as variations are made in terms of their facial hair (beard) length, colour and
the camera viewing angle. Previous studies involving real human faces suggest that these types of variations may
impact impressions of trustworthiness and related qualities, such as credibility. This research investigates similar
issues, but in the domain of virtual characters, with a view to exploring issues of trustworthiness based on the
appearance of virtual faces. This is of great significance to the design of interactive computational social systems.

1. Introduction

Trust plays a pivotal role in shaping human social interac-
tions. Previous studies involving human faces have shown
that impressions of trustworthiness, and related factors such
as credibility, may vary based on the appearance of indi-
viduals, such their facial characteristics [TBO08] and the
angle from which the face is viewed [S1̈0]. Such studies
are important, not only for informing us about the way in
which humans perceive their counterparts, but also for the
construction of appealing interactive artificial humanoid sys-
tems, such as virtual characters and social robots [McD12].
Yet, while previous research in domains related to computer
graphics and animation has focussed on rendering and an-
imating hair, far less has considered its impact on human
judgements of virtual faces, an issue of great significance to
the design of interactive computational social systems.

This paper presents an overview of a preliminary percep-
tual study investigating the effects of facial hair and camera
angle on human first impressions of trustworthiness, cred-
ibility and dominance in male virtual faces. Specifically,
beard length, beard colour and camera angle are varied dur-
ing the course of the study, which involves short 500ms dis-
plays of computer generated male faces. The results of the
study will guide our future efforts focussing on the automatic
generation, rendering and animation of facial hair capable
of invoking or accounting for specific social impressions in
viewers, especially in relation to trust.

2. Background

Previous research has considered trust and related concepts
in both human and virtual faces. In studies involving human
faces, facial characteristics such as the shape and place of
the eyebrows, cheekbones, chin and nose can affect impres-
sions of trustworthiness [TBO08]. In studies related to poli-
tics, election outcomes have been linked to candidates’ per-
ceived trustworthiness and attractiveness [LRJD12]. Stud-
ies of trustworthiness relating to facial hair and gender
have led to mixed results. For example, [SP10] reports that
bearded faces are less likely to be perceived as trustworthy
due to relationships with facial width, while other studies
[Bak14] have highlighted increased impressions of trustwor-
thiness for bearded male faces in comparison to those with-
out beards. A further factor that may be related to trustwor-
thiness is camera angle. For example, in a study examining
the effects of camera angle on face perception, Sätelli [S1̈0]
concluded that the general impression, attractiveness and the
credibility of a person is altered by the vertical camera an-
gle used. Research related to trust has also been conducted
with virtual characters. Rapport agents [GWG∗07], for ex-
ample, engage in behavioural mimicry and backchanneling
feedback in order to attempt to develop trust, liking and in-
fluence with human participants. While these studies focus
on behavioural aspects, far fewer have considered the impact
of appearance, and especially, varying facial hair and camera
angle on impressions of trustworthiness.
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3. Preliminary Study

In a preliminary study, a male face model from Facegen
(http://www.facegen.com/) was used as a basis for a num-
ber of different experiment conditions. These included beard
length variations: no beard, stubble, medium beard; colour
variations: dark brown, grey; and vertical camera angles:
level, high, low angle (see Figure 1).

Figure 1: Examples of stimuli used in the perceptual evalu-
ation study. The subimages illustrate some of the conditions
for beard length (top row), and beard colour and camera
angle (bottom row).

The study involved 11 participants (6M:5F), aged be-
tween 21 and 29, in a within subjects design. All were stu-
dents at KTH Royal Institute of Technology. Images for each
of the conditions (5 trials per condition, counterbalanced)
were shown to participants for a short duration (500 ms each)
to probe their first impressions [WT06]. After each image, a
blank screen was displayed and participants rated the trust-
worthiness, credibility and dominance respectively of the
preceding face by selecting an option from a five point Likert
scale on a written questionnaire.

4. Discussion and Future Aims

The findings of the pilot study generally suggest that alter-
ations of the beard length, colour and the camera angle af-
fected the perception of the virtual face. Generally, as the
length of the beard increased, the virtual face was rated as
more dominant but less trustworthy and credible, a result
that coincides with findings in [SP10], but is at odds with
the finding in [Bak14], which involved human faces. Faces
displayed at low camera angles were perceived to be the
least trustworthy and credible, matching findings with hu-
man faces reported in [S1̈0]. They were also rated to be the
most dominant. We intend to use this study in order to guide
the design of a statistically significant user study involving
a large participant population in order to compare our re-
sults with outcomes of studies involving human faces (see
Section 2). There are many possibilities for future work, in-
cluding accounting for the gender and culture of participants,

in addition to attractiveness, rendering style, face shape and
masculinity [SP10]. In relation to gender, for example, pre-
vious studies such as [NS08] found that females rated short
beards (stubble) as the most attractive option in a selection of
beard types, while bearded males were rated as more mas-
culine and aggressive than counterparts without beards. A
broader aim of future perceptual studies is to inform real-
time facial hair generation techniques, such as layered tex-
tured polygonal patches [Sch04], in order to allow a user to
specify character appearance through high-level social per-
ception control parameters, such as trustworthiness.
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Figure 1: The WOW-A-Cluster! prototype. The log values for each entry are shown in appropriate charts on the left (1). A
matrix sorted by cluster label displays the log entry similarities on the right (2). The clustering threshold can be adjusted with
the slider on the bottom right(3). Brushing a cluster in the matrix causes its values in the charts to be highlighted.

Abstract
We present our work on a visual, similarity-based approach to log file exploration. The use of similarity rather
than simple aggregation schemes empowers users to focus on the high-level events behind log entries, rather than
the entries themselves. We make use of an accelerated version of TRIAGE to determine the similarity coefficients
for each pair of log entries. The model is embedded in an interactive visualization system which enables the fluid
interpretation of similarities with the help of a simple clustering approach.

Categories and Subject Descriptors (according to ACM CCS): I.5.3 [Pattern Recognition]: Clustering—Similarity
measures

1. Introduction

Although logs or log files play an important role in fields,
such as auditing, administration, security and forensics,

there are few visual approaches to their exploration. In this
paper we present our progress on a similarity-based ap-
proach for visual log exploration.
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A log is a sequence of machine-generated information en-
tries. Examples of entries include security alerts, TCP con-
nections and events in a process. Each entry has a time stamp
and may have other important features. This definition cor-
responds to those given in the literature [Kre14, CS12].

Many logs are generated at a high level of granular-
ity (such as TCP connections). Forensic analysts and net-
work administrators are generally not interested in individ-
ual TCP connections, but rather in the high-level events
which caused those TCP connections (such as a port scan).
Multiple high-level events occurring simultaneously often
have overlapping sets of log entries, which may obscure one
another, making interpretation difficult. In order to solve this
problem, state-of-the-art tools apply feature-based or index-
based aggregation schemes, combined with small-multiples
views on log entries. While these approaches do provide
users with useful overviews, high-level events may not be
revealed by simple aggregation schemes.

Thonnard et al. proposed a clustering approach to the
analysis of security events called TRIAGE [TMD10,Tho10].
Clustering partitions the log into sets of entries, such that
similar entries are in the same set and dissimilar entries are in
different sets [KR09]. Obtaining a measure of similarity for
log entries is a challenge. The TRIAGE approach assumes
that features (or attributes) can be extracted from the log en-
tries. Examples of features for a TCP connection include the
source IP address, the start time and the target port. Similar-
ity coefficients are calculated for the entries based on each
feature. These similarity coefficients are then combined to
form a unified similarity (see Figure 2). A key innovation
of the TRIAGE approach was the use of aggregation func-
tions, such as Ordered Weighted Averaging [Yag88] for this
step. These aggregation functions enable users to integrate
domain knowledge into the similarity-modeling process.

While Thonnard’s approach is effective, it was not inter-
active; each run required expert parameterization and deliv-
ered results after minutes or hours. The aim of our prototype
is to enable users in the field to apply TRIAGE to their logs
on the fly. To achieve this, users must be able to configure
the similarity model and receive immediate visual feedback.
In addition, they must be able to interactively explore the
resultant similarities in order to interpret high-level events.

In our initial prototype we have chosen to use the WOWA
aggregation function [Tor96], due to its relative simplic-
ity and effectiveness in practice. The WOWA function is
parametrized with two weight vectors as shown in Figure 2.
The first vector weights similarity coefficients based on their
source feature. The second vector weights similarity coeffi-
cients based on their magnitude.

2. Related Work

Our presentation of related work focuses on two key ar-
eas; log file exploration and the visualization of similarities.

Figure 2: Schematic illustration of the components of the
WOWA function.

While there is a lot of related work dealing with specific log
file types, there are very few published general approaches to
log file exploration. Progress has been made in specific do-
mains, such as process mining [Aal11]. However, no general
theory of log file analysis has emerged to date [CS12].

A recent system for the visual exploration of log files is
ELVIS [HPBM13], which provides a set of feature types
and corresponding visualizations for their exploration. The
software vendor splunk offers an index-based, rather than
a feature-based approach to log file exploration [Spl]. Both
ELVIS and the splunk system include set of linked charts, as
well as methods for interactive searching and filtering, and
feature-based (ELVIS) or index-based (splunk) aggregation.
However, neither of these approaches employ clustering to
aggregate log entries into semantically meaningful groups,
with respect to a multidimensional similarity model.

Numerous approaches exist for the exploration of clusters,
such as parallel coordinates plots (PCPs), scatterplot matri-
ces and sankey diagrams, which all rely on visualizing en-
tries and their feature values. In contrast, matrices provide
a view on the similarities between entries, and were pro-
posed as a visual aid for exploratory data analysis by Jacques
Bertin in 1967 [BB10]. Two prominent recent examples of
matrix-based visualizations are MatrixExplorer [HF06] and
NodeTrix [HFM07]. These approaches both combine matri-
ces with node-link diagrams; MatrixExplorer provides the
user with two coordinated views on the same data and Node-
Trix combines the views to a hybrid visualization. Ghoniem
et al. and Keller et al. conducted user studies comparing
matrices and node-link diagrams [GFC05,KEC06] and con-
cluded that matrices were a better choice for large, dense
graphs in information retrieval tasks. The usefulness of ma-
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Remote host Remote port Local host Local port Start time Duration
10.20.69.98 14067 174 3389 2013-02-01T01:31:22 1
10.214.32.177 1854 165 445 2013-02-01T01:31:23 712
10.229.0.51 43 130 42540 2013-02-01T01:31:28 1

Table 1: A sample of the dataset considered in our usage scenario

trix visualizations is highly dependent on the applied se-
riation (or ordering) [MML07]. CLUSION [SG03] uses a
coarse seriation algorithm to provide users with a quick,
compact overview of similarities with respect to a given clus-
tering. The authors compared their approach with PCP and
projection techniques to illustrate the usefulness of matrices
in cluster assessment. Twellmeyer et al. presented a linked,
matrix-based visualization for the exploration of security
event logs clustered with the help of TRIAGE [THB∗15].
The feature-based similarity matrices are displayed along-
side the aggregated matrix to enable exploration. The result
was an abstract view on the data and the prototype was based
on static clustering results and did not enable users to modify
similarity or clustering parameters.

We use a matrix as a primary means for the exploration
of log entry similarities and combine this with appropriate
visualizations for the feature values. Our pipeline is designed
for the interactive exploration of logs; enabling parameter
adjustments with almost immediate feedback.

3. Approach and Usage Scenario

In this section we present our approach and illustrate it with a
typical usage scenario. For the usage scenario we used a log
obtained from a HoneypotMe [GGP] instance installed in a
real network. Each entry in the log represents a malicious
TCP connection with a host in the monitored network and
consists of the features start time, duration (in milliseconds),
the source IP address, the target host (anonymised) and the
source and target ports (see Table 1).

The WOW-A-Cluster! pipeline is illustrated in Figure 3.
Once the user has selected a data subset, the full pipeline is
executed to display the data. The user is first presented with
an overview of the data produced with the help of a default
parametrization. Thereafter any changes to the parametriza-
tion of the aggregation function or clustering algorithm lead
to updates. Only those parts of the pipeline are executed,
which are required for the update.

The prototype has three panels; a configuration panel to
configure the WOWA function, the matrix view and an ex-
ploration panel containing views of the feature values. In
our usage scenario, the user configures the WOWA aggrega-
tion function in the configuration pane to reduce noise and
sharpen the clusters in the data. The user then switches from
the configuration to the exploration panel (see Figure 1).

The entries are clustered using graph-based clustering

methods, because the WOWA function does not guarantee
that the aggregated similarity values fulfill the triangle in-
equality (a prerequisite for distance and density based meth-
ods). We chose the search for connected components [HT73]
for our prototype, because it runs in linear time based on the
number of log entries. A slider enables the user to specify
the minimum aggregated similarity value for which two en-
tries are considered connected. A variant of the coarse seri-
ation proposed by Strehl and Gosh [SG03] is used to give the
matrix its characteristic block-diagonal form. The clustering
and the corresponding seriation are updated when the slider
is moved. Using the threshold slider, the user is able to in-
crease or reduce the granularity of the clustering to examine
groups and subgroups.

The clusters are selectable in the matrix view, which is
linked with the exploration panel. Selecting an entry cluster
highlights its values in the exploration panel. By selecting
salient clusters the user is able to identify clear blocks of
connections from specific IP-addresses (high-level events),
but also the steps of an attacker (sub-events). Examples of
prominent sub-events identified in the usage scenario in-
clude port scans (an attacker testing each port of a specific
host), horizontal scans (an attacker testing the same port
on every host) and sustained periods of communication be-
tween the attacker and a specific host on a specific port. Ex-
amining the similarities and clusters in this way enables the
user to identify the high-level events recorded in the log, and
to explore the processes and phases involved in these events.

4. Conclusions & Future Work

We presented a visual, similarity-based approach to log
exploration. Our prototype is an accelerated version of
TRIAGE, which enables the interactive exploration of log
files. The TRIAGE model is embedded in an interactive vi-
sualization system which enables the fluid interpretation of
similarities with the help clustering. We demonstrated our
prototype in a usage scenario based on a real-world log. We
were able to show the effective identification and interpreta-
tion of high-level events in the log.

At present it is possible to interactively explore 1000 log
entries with our prototype. We are currently exploring ap-
proaches to increase this number to around 5000 entries,
which would provide a reasonable compromise between the
detail available to users and the level of interactivity. The
WOWA function produces good results, however it requires
some explanation before users can use it effectively. In ad-
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Figure 3: The WOW-A-Cluster! pipeline. A subset of the log data is selected and mapped to features. Feature-based similarities
are calculated and then aggregated using the WOWA function. The data are then clustered. Users have three leverage points in
the pipeline: changes to the selection, the aggregation parameters and the clustering threshold.

dition, other aggregation functions enable more flexibility
in modeling entry similarity. Thus there are two further av-
enues of future work; integration of other aggregation func-
tions and research into more intuitive methods of parame-
terizing these (e.g. through direct manipulation). Finally, we
are currently acquiring a group of appropriate end users for
involvement in a field study to evaluate our prototype.
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